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Red Cross JAMMIN' WITH THE RACERS
part of
security
exercise

Beshear to
make stump
speech here

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
County
Calloway
The
Chapter of the American Red
Cross has recently completed
participation in the federal
Department for Homeland
Security's TOPOFF 4 drill.
Red Cross Chapter Director
Tory Daughrity said the local
portion of the exercise focused
primarily on electronic communications from national and
regional homeland security
headquarters to the local area,
but was helpful in determining
what personnel and resources
would be available in the event
of a crisis.
"Every Red Cross chapter
was put on alert, but it was more
a kind of drill by e-mail and
phone and that kind of thing for
us," Daughrity said. "They contacted us to see what volunteers
we would have available to go."
The drill kicked off Oct. 15
and wrapped up Oct. 19.
According to DHS officials,
TOPOFF 4 is the continuation
of the nation's premier terrorism
It
exercise.
preparedness
involves top government and
security officials at every level
I
sentatives from the international
community and private sector,
according to the DHS Web site
at www.dhs.gov.
The exercise featured thousands of federal, state, territorial, and local emergency services, government and other emergency responders that were
engaged in various activities as
part of a full-scale simulated
response to the explosion of a
nuclear "dirty bomb" and other
nuclear, biological or chemical
man-made threats.
The exercise was also staged
to assist in formulating strategic
policy to mobilize disaster prevention and response systems
which required participants to
make difficult decisions, carry
out essential standard operating
procedures and challenge their
ability to maintain efficiency
during a national crisis.
Lessons learned from the
exercise are intended to build on
knowledge derived from earlier
TOPOFF exercises and recent
world esients, but reportedly
involved several new elements
including:
— increase+ coordination
partment of
with U.S.
Defense exerci es to combat
global terrorism.
—expanded emphasis on
prevention: the opportunity to
piece together an intelligence
"puzzle" and stop an attack
before it occurs.
— a focus on mass decontamination and large-scale recovery and remediation issues
involving use of an radiological
dispersal device (RDD) or
nuclear "dirty bomb."
— a focus on coordinating
procedures and communications
with a U.S. territory such as
Puerto Rico.

Staff Report
With Election Day just a week away, candidates are
making more and more public stops to
meet voters. And the Democratic candidate for governor will make a stop in
Murray this week.
Steve Beshear will speak on the north
lawn of the Calloway County Courthouse
Wednesday at 9 a.m. The public is invitBeshear is traveling through western
Kentucky prior to the election Nov. 6.
A native of Dawson Springs in
Bother
Hopkins County, Beshear is leading
incumbent Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher in pre-election
polls by approximately 15 percent.
It will be Beshear's third visit to Murray this year.

MICHAEL DANN /
Ledger & Times

State
Murray
head
University
women's basketball coach Jody
Adams shares in
the fun with Kayla
(above
Vance
photo) as freshman Tanjala Wynn
performs the Lady
Racer rap song
Saturday during
Fan Jam at the
Regional Special
Events Center. At
Taylor
left,
Clements wears
Halloween
this
mask as he plays
trumpet
the
Saturday as part of
the Racer band for
Fan Jam. Both
and
men's
women's basketball teams will host
exhibition games
Saturday.
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Candidates
offer plans
for education
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
DANVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Improving education would
be a high priority for Kentucky's gubernatorial candidates
in the legislative session that begins in January.
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher and Democratic challenger Steve Beshear used a televised debate at Centre
College on Sunday evening to tout their plans for improving education at all levels. Both candidates said they want
to increase the salaries of public school teachers, and both
offered plans to help Kentucky students afford a college
education.
Fletcher said the state may need to consider a moratorium on tuition increases at public universities, while
Beshear called for a program that would forgive the college loans of qualifying Kentucky students.
"It's getting to where Kentucky children can't afford to
go to Kentucky colleges," Beshear said during the sometimes spirited debate aired on television stations in
Bowling Green, Hazard, Lexington, Louisville and
Huntington, W.Va.

II See Page 3A

MCCH goody bags getting the word out about breast cancer
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Who says candy's the only
thing that can be given out for
Halloween? How about some
life-saving information?
Murraywhat
That's
Calloway County Hospital is
doing this week as part of Breast
Cancer Awareness Month.
Related hospital committees and
support groups are taking
"goody bags" of information on
the disease and preventative
measures to area teachers.
According to Catherine
Sivills, director of planning and
marketing for MCCH, the idea
came about as a unique way to
spread the message of getting
check-ups and mammograms
instead of previous luncheons
and speakers.
"Every year we've had a
speaker (regarding breast cancer), so we thought why not do
something different" she said.
Women 35-60 are the key
demographic regarding mammograms and breast health, but

the hospital's groups also saw
the need to reach women who
are even younger.
Doctors recommend women
begin getting mammograms
around age 35. If a person has a
family history of cancer, mammograms are suggested annually.
Sivills said the plan to deliver
the bags with gifts and information an mammograms and even
a shower card on self-examinations was to start small (about
1,000 bags) but reach the largest
concentration of women.
The thought was that group
could be reached in school.
So, this week the bags will be
distributed to teachers in
Murray, Calloway County,
Mayfield and Benton area
schools.
With success, Sivills said, the
project will continue to grow.
"We'll see how this works,"
she said. "Maybe next year, we'll
do 2.0(X) and we'll expand it

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes
Members of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Breast Cancer Awareness Committee
work on goody bags Wednesday at the hospital. Pictured above, from left, are: Mitzi Cathey,
Sivills.
Sarah Mastera, Kaye Rebuck, Nikki Hjerpe, Terra Allison, Allison Sloan and Catherine
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Clinton, Giuliani
top poll picks for
scariest costumes
By The Associated Press
Once again. Hillary Rodhani Clinton
leads in a poll This time. she was top
choice when people were asked which
major 2008 presidential candidate would
IllAkC the scariest Halloween costume.
Asked about costunie choices. 37 percent in an Associated Press-Ipsos survey
this month chose New York Sen. Clinton,
the front-runner among Democratic presidential contenders. Fourteen percent selected former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani.
who leads Republicans in national polls.
Clinton was the choice of tour in 10 men
and one-third of women. While a predictable two-thirds of Republicans picked
her, she also was the choice of 18 percent
of(kiwi:rats. Among members of her own
party, that made her second only to Giuliani
as the scariesi costume.
About one-third of independents, nearly
half of whites and just over half of conservatives selected her.
Giuliani was the choice of 17 percent of
men and 12 percent of women. About onefifth of minonties and city residents and
one-quarter of Democrats also picked him.
While many conservatives have doubts
about Giuliani's candidacy because of his
moderate views on abortion and other
social issues, only 6 percent of that group
said they thought he would make the scariest costume.

Red Cross
offers 13
tips for safe
Halloween
•

HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
THE OCTOBER UNPLUGGED: Lovett Live presented The October, who performed their first fully acoustic performance in Lovett Auditonum on Murray State University's campus Saturday night. The performance was recorded for a live OVID/music video to be released at a later time.

New Location for Dr. Matthew Price
With an office setting tailored to fit the
needs of women, your waiting times
will be minimal, and all of your
visits will be with your OB/Gyn
physician.
The office of Dr. Matthew
Price offers onsite ultrasound,
urodynamics, laboratory,
bone density testing, and
fetal monitoring for your
convenience.
Providing the Comprehei
Care You need.—
The Personal Care
Ion Deserve!

MONDAY - FRIDAY: 8AM - 8PM
SATURDAY: SAM - 6PM SUNDAY: 1 - 6PM

Obstetrics I Gynecology I Menopause
Osteoporosis Gynecologic Surgery

1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET I MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Family Planning (Incontinence

270.759.9200

Motthew E. Price, M

Special to the Ledger
Ghouls and goblins will take
over the night. But even scary
creatures need to be safe and
celebrate Halloween right.
Halloween's greatest hazards aren't vampires and villains, but falls, costume
mishaps and automobile collisions. The Red Cross wants
families to have a safe
Halloween by providing some
"lucky 13" tips:
I. Map out the route that you
plan to roam, so adults are
assured you will find your way
home!
2. From the bravest of superheroes to the noblest of knights,
everyone should remember to
bring their flashlights!
3. If you visit a house where
a stranger resides, accept treats
at the door and, please, don't go
inside.
4. When you get ready to put
on your disguise, use face paint
instead of masks, which will
cover your eyes.
5. Always remember, before
you embark, to wear light-colored clothing to be seen in the
dark! (And remember to use
reflective tape, even on bikes,
skateboards and brooms!)
6. Whether you walk, slither
or sneak, do it on the sidewalks
and not in the street.
7. As you roam through the
neighborhood collecting your
treats, please look both ways
before crossing the street!(And
cross from the corner!)
8. Wigs, capes and costumes
are flammable attire, so avoid
open flames to prevent a fire!
9. Use a glow stick instead
of a candle so your jack-olantern isn't a safety gamble!
10. You may fly on a brooni
or a space ship from Mars, but
please be on the lookout for
drivers in cars!(And don't hide
between parked vehicles).
It. Monsters and zombies
should stay off the lawn. Arid
only visit homes with their
porch lights turned on!
12. You may be dressed as a
werewolf, a cat or a frog, but be
cautious around strange animals, especially dogs.
13. Have a grown-up inspect
your candy when you're done
trick-or-treating to remove open
packages and choking hazards
before eating.
For a detailed list of
Halloween safety tips for
motorists, parents and home
Owners,
visit
wwwredcross.org.

To place an
ad call
753-1916
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State narrows list for education
commissioner
of Education

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Board
narrowed the list of candidates to the state's top education job to
four finalists on Sunday.
The finalists for education commissioner will be interviewed by
the board on Nov. 13-14, said spokeswoman Lisa Gross.
The finalists are: Larry Vick, Owensboro Independent Schools
Superintendent; Richard Hughes, a retired Hardin County Schools
Superintendent; state Rep. Jon Draud, R-Edgewood, retired Ludlow
Independent Schools superintendent; and Jim Warlord,former chancellor of the Florida Department of Education.
Gross said a fifth finalist may be interviewed, but the board is
waiting to see if the candidate still interested in the position.
The job has been open since former Commissioner Gene Wi!holt
left last November to take a job in Washington. The state board of
education hired Barbara Erwin, a former Illinois educator, in May.
Erwin, however, resigned in July shortly before she was supposed to
start.

Monday, October 29, 2007• 3A

CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) — As
China's appetite for coal is booming.
American investors and businesses are cashing in.
American pension and mutual fund
money is being invested in the Chinese coal
industry, which is lucrative but in general
has a poor record for pollution and worker
safety.
The biggest Chinese coal company is

China Shenhua Energy Co. of Beijing,
which produces about 170 million tons of
coal a year from 21 mines and builds power
plants. While about 80 percent of the company's stock is owned by Shenhua Group in
Beijing, the rest of its shareholders reads
like a who's who of U.S. investors: Fidelity
Investments, OppenheimerFunds, Merrill
Lynch, even the Teachers Retirement
System of Texas.

Shenhua's Hong
The performance
Kong-listed shares explains why U.S.
investors love Chinese coal. Shenhua gained
almost 65 percent from July through
September, while Peabody — a favorite of'
analysts who follow U.S. coal companies —
lost more than 3 percent over the same pen-'
od. Shenhua's initial public offering in
Shanghai in September raised $8.9 billion,
record for mainland China.

•Education plans ...

Ky. governor candidates stalk
hunters' votes
takes time in a

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Ernie Fletcher
televised political debate to boast about the turkey he bagged last
spring.
And his Democratic opponent, Steve Beshear, appears in a campaign ad dressed in camouflage, aiming a shotgun skyward.
The two have engaged in a contentious debate over who is the
greater outdoorsman, in hopes of winning favor with the state's
300,000 hunters heading into the Nov. 6 gubernatorial election.
It's not just a Kentucky political phenomenon.
In the 2008 presidential race, Democrat Bill Richardson has
made a point of calling himself a recreational hunter and aired a television ad with scenes of him hunting in the West. And Republican
Mitt Romney said he hunted rabbits and varmints but was criticized
for calling himself a lifelong hunter because he never had hunting
licenses in the four states where he has lived.
President Bush ordered the federal government in August to look
for more space for hunters in the nation's public lands. In the 2004
presidential election, both Bush and Democratic nominee John
Kerry tried to appeal to hunters and anglers, groups that included
both gun supporters and conservationists.

Father charged with manslaughter in
death of infant daughter
MAYSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A southern Kentucky man has been
indicted on a second-degree manslaughter charge stemming from
the death of his baby daughter earlier this month.
Marcus Bowers, of Maysville, is charged in connection with the
death of his 6-week-old daughter, Ondreah Bowers. The child died
on Oct. 3 while in Bowers' care. The infant died of a subdural
hematoma caused by trauma to the head, Maysville Police Det. Ken
Fuller said.

Father charged with murder in death
of infant daughter
man has

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.(AP) — A central Kentucky
been indicted on a murder charge six months after his infant daughter was killed in a car accident.
Justin Smith, of Radcliff. was arrested OU Oct- 23 after a grand
jury indicted him on charges of murder, failure to properly use a car
seat and giving false inhumation when obtaining his operator's permit.

From Front
Fletcher said the state has
increased teacher salaries by
10.5 percent since he took office
in 2003, and that he wants to
continue working to bring those
wages up to the national average.
Trailing in recent media
polls, Fletcher also lashed out at
Beshear, repeating an oft-made
claim that electing him would
be a step toward legalizing casinos in Kentucky.
"It's not something that we
want to bring into the state,"
Fletcher said. "That's why so
many of our church leaders are
against it."
Beshear said he's running to
clean up state government,
pointing to the legal woes that
have dogged Fletcher for more
than two years.
government
"Kentucky
today is in a state of moral and
ethical bankruptcy," Beshear
said. "After four years of corruption, people all over this
state are crying out for decent,
moral, competent leadership for
a change."
Fletcher, the first GOP governor in more than 30 years in
this predominantly Democratic
state, has been unable to get the
focus off the scandal in which
Republicans allegedly were
rewarded with protected state
jobs at the expense of
Democrats.
At least 14 people were
indicted, including the governor
himself, who was charged last
year with scheming to violate
state hiring laws. Fletcher
issued pardons to everyone but
himself.
prosecutors
Ultimately,
dropped the misdemeanor
charges against him in a deal in
which he acknowledged that the
evidence "strongly indicates

tvo

CENTRF

CE
AP
Democratic challenger Steve Beshear looks on at right as Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher
waves to supporters at the beginning of their debate at Centre College in Danville, Ky.,
Sunday.
wrongdoing" by his administration and that the actions "were
inappropriate."
The governor has since
maintained that the investigation and resulting indictments
were politically motivated by
Democrats to lessen his chances
of being re-elected.
Fletcher drew applause from
a bipartisan crowd watching the
said
he
when
debate
Republicans had been shut out
of state jobs for years while
Democrats controlled the governor's office. Even so, Fletcher
said his administration carefully
selected only the best and
brightest job candidates, regardless of political affiliation.
ot ot.people would
thatyou've
strmattled yourself with hest
and -brightest the last four
years," Beshear said, drawing

laughter from his supporters.
Fletcher, weakened by the
hiring scandal, has tried since
early in the campaign to paint
the governor's race as a referendum on casinos, saying a vote
for Beshear would be the same
as voting for expanded gambling.
Beshear said he favors a ballot referendum that would allow
voters to decide whether to
change the constitution to allow
casinos.
Expanding gambling at race
tracks and in a handful of communities along the state's borders, Beshear contends, would
generate $500 million in additional tax revenues that could be
used to improve the lives of
Kentuckians.
In the Centre College debate.
Fletcher didn't repeat his claim
that Beshear profited from the

bankruptcy of Kentucky Central
Life Insurance Co. while hundreds of employees lost jobs and
investors lost their savings.
That had been standard rhetoric in other debates in recent
weeks.
Beshear's law firm, Stites &
Harbison, was hired in 1993 by
the state insurance commissioner to assist in the liquidation of
the bankrupt Kentucky Central.
A report, prepared by independent attorneys 12 years ago, said
Beshear's law firm had a conflict of interest and should have
withdrawn from the case.
The report said Beshear was
not directly involved, but that he
had "general knowledge" of the
., _
conflict of interest that _tisk
should have turned Ovok:all
4
Flier insurance commissiciaz..
7,7

NEVER BEEN TO A CHIROPRACTOR BEFORE
ONLY $15.00 TO ANYONE WHO NEEDS HELP BUT HAS
in A Long Time)
(Or Hasn't Been

care and see what it can do for
you, now is the best time to do
If you've ever thought about so because...
For 10 days only, $15 will
going to a chiropractor but
you've hesitated because you get you all the services I norweren't sure it was right for mally charge new patients
more than $150 for!
you, please read on...
What does this offer include?
My name is Dr. Jon Wuest.
I have agreed to "give away" Everything.
to (anyone who asks for it) Take a look at what you will
$150 of my services for only receive...
• An in-depth consultation
$15- that's right, $15.
about your health and
In the years since I began
well-being
my practice, I've helped hundreds of people feel better and • A complete chiropractic
spinal examination
live healthier, more productive lives through chiropractic • A full set of specialized
X-rays to determine if a
care. And now I'd like to
misalignment in your
more
even
introduce
spine is causing your
Calloway County residents to
pain or symptoms...
the many benefits our profes(NOTE: nobody gives
sion has to offer.
these kinds of X-rays
For instance, chiropractic
away free, they would
care may be able to help you if
normally cost you at
you're suffering from any of
least $100).
the following conditions:
• An analysis of your
• Migraine headaches
X-rays and spinal exam
• Lower back pain
results to see what needs
• Numbness or soreness in
to be done to help relieve
your arms or legs
your problem
• Constant fatigue; lack of
• Helpful literature that
energy
shows you how your
• Muscle spasms, sprains
body works and why you
St strains
experience pain
These symptoms can be
caused whenever the verte- • Answers to all your most
probing questions about
brae in your spine are out of
care and
chiropractic
"misthese
alignment because
what it can do for you...
alignments" directly affect
The appointment will not
your nervous systems.
Fortunately, if you are suf- take long at all. And like I
fering from any of these prob- said, I normally charge $150
lems or similar afflictions for this (most of which just
right now, they may be covers the full set of X-rays).
But for now, as part of this
relieved or eliminated by
proper chiropractic treatment special offer, you can come in
(commonly called adjust- and find out for certain if you
need chiropractic care and
ment).
how it might help you
So. if you've always wanted eliminate the pain you are
to "check out" chiropractic feeling.

1)ear Friend,

administered by medical doc- toes.
Sincerely.
tors", a major British study
William Underhill
has concluded. "Chiropractic
almost certainly confers
I started getting neck pain
worthwhile long-term benefit
and headaches about a year
hospital
in comparison with
ago after having a four wheeloutpatient management," said
er accident. The headaches
British
a
Dr. T.W. Meade,
were almost constant and it
medical doctor who headed
even hurt to touch the back of
eleven
at
the study conducted
my neck.
hospitals and chiropractic
Meet the Doctor
I have been seeing Dr. Wuest
Before you come in, though, clinics.
for a couple of months and
you will probably want to Federal Medical Study
both the headaches and neck
know a little bit about me. So Endorses Chiropractic For pain are gone. I really appreciBack Pain - US Agency For
let me tell you...
ate the fact that Dr. Wuest sat
Federal
Care
Aside from a stint in the US Health
me down and told me exactly
Army and going away to chi- Medical Study Policy and what was wrong with me and
ropractic college I have Research
how long it would take to fix.
resided in Calloway County December 8, 1994 - A panel The staff is awesome too.
Dr.
by
headed
for the past 33 years. I have a of 23 doctors
Everyone's been great.
wonderful wife, Michelle, and Stanley Bigos, M.D., profes- J. Payne
Surgery,
Orthopedic
three terrific kids, Nicholas, sor of
studied 3900 medical articles
Due to the pain in my
Maggie and Katelyn.
I graduated from Life on low back pain. Their con- shoulder I was unable to enjoy
College of Chiropractic in clusions were that "chiroprac- my favorite hobby, bowling.
2000, where I received recog- tor's manipulation of the spine For well over a year I tried
nition for clinical proficiency was more helpful than any of different doctors, therapies
as well as chiropractic radio- the following: traction, mas- and medications. I experilogical theory and practice. I sage, biofeedback, acupunc- enced some relief but nothing
have done post-graduate work ture, injection of steroids into long term and lasting.
I came across Dr. Wuest's
in the research and science of the spine, back corsets and
article in the paper and
chiropractic. I have also taken ultrasound."
Would you like even more thought "what have I got to
multiple courses dealing with
injuries and treatment associ- proof that chiropractic works'? lose." He showed me on the xray how the cushion between
ated with motor vehicle acci- Then listen to these
dents. I am certified by the comments from a few of my the bones in my neck was
of patients...
thinning and how that was
Board
National
Patient Success Stories
putting pressure on the nerve
Chiropractic Examiners.
I had severe numbness in that runs to my shoulder. He
Does Chiropractic Really
both of my feet. I mean I also said he could help me.
Work?
feel anything. My
couldn't
Last week I bowled two
some
are
Here
Absolutely!
findings from studies done by friends and family told me games on two different days
chiropractors and orthopedic they thought it was diabetes. and felt great.
Well, I'm not diabetic.
Sincerely, -Cathem Wyatt
surgeons...
My wife convinced me to go Guarantee of Great Service
School
Medical
Harvard
see her chiropractor, Dr. Jon
Obviously, I cannot guaranHealth Letter
Wuest, and what can I say tee results. No one can. But
September, 1990
"Chiropractic treatment of other then women are usually there is one guarantee I can
low back pain, which affects right. I've been under care for give you, and that is a guaran75 million Americans, is supe- close to 2 months and have tee to give my best effort.
Plus, if I do not think I can
rior to the standard regimen regained feeling in 9 out of 10

•••

ow.

ao.

help you. I will tell you and
refer you to a specialist who
might be able to help.
Limited Time Offer
Obviously, with an offer like
this. I cannot afford to do it for
very long, so I picked October
29th through November 9th.
If you would like to take me
up on my offer to see what
chiropractic can do for you.
all you have to do is call our
office and set up an appointment,
PHONE(270)759-1945
Call this number only
Call anytime between the
hours of 8-12 and 2-5 Monday
through Friday. Tell the
receptionist you would like to
come in for the Special
Examination
Introductory
through
29th
October
November 9th.
expect to get flooded with
appointments for this event,
so please call as soon as possible to assure that you do not
miss out.
Thank you very much, and I
look forward to trying to help
you get rid of your pain so you
can start living a healthier and
more productive life.
Sincerely,
Dr. Jon Wuest

D.C.
Dr. Jon Wuest
Blvd.
1313 Johnson

Murray, Ky,42071
Due to insurance regulations. Medicare and some
other insurance may be
excluded from this offer.
Any further treatment shall
be agreed upon in writing and
signed by both parties.
You have the right to
rescind within seventy two
(72) hours any obligation to
pay for services performed in
addition to this free or discounted service.
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To the E.ditor.
AM asking the people of Calloway County to consider
voting for Steve &shear for Governor and Daniel Mongiardo
for Lieutenant Governor, Nov. 6.
I have known Steve Beshear since 1987 and Daniel Mongiardo fur about live years. I believe these two candidates
are honest, competent and have a sincere desire to do what
is best for all the citizens of Kentucky.
Steve Beshear and Daniel Mongiardo have the leadership
skills we need to get things done. They are committed to
working with people of all political parties to move Kentucky forward. This commitment will help end the political
bickering in Frankfort that keeps Kentucky from being the
best it can.
Please go to the polls Tuesday. Nov. 6, and support the
Beshcar/Mongiardo ticket for leadership you can be proud of.
Phil Hazle
New Concord

HALLOWEEN CHRISTMAS SALE

54

ELECTION LETTERS
Letters regarding the upcoming General Election will be accepted through Thursday. Nov. 1.
No letters regarding the election or candidates
or campaigns will be accepted after that date.
The letters compiled to that date will be
published by Saturday. Nov. 3.
Regular guidelines pertaining to letters to the
editor will still apply for letters regarding the
upcoming election.
Letters may he e-mailed to editorOtmurrayledger.com (please include a telephone number.) or faxed to the attention of Eric Walker.
Editor. to 753-1927 (please sign and include
telephone number) or dropped off at our office
118)1 Whittle11 Ave.

k) LETTERS POLICY
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayiedgercom.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone mintber.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the rigid to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.

:mom luiglimal
Our Elected Officials
State Rep. Melvin Henley (D-Murray)
Room 329.1, Capitol Annex
melvin henley lrc ky goy

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky 40601
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Many SCHIP issues remain
WASHINGTON (API
President Bush and other
critics of a $35 billion
spending increase for children's health insurance say
they'll support expanding
coverage to families of four
making as much as $62,000
a year. but they want to
limit states' ability to go
beyond that level.
About three dozen states
ignore certain income when
determining who can get
government-subsidized health
coverage. For example, many
states exclude child support
payments. Others deduct
expenses for child care when
determining who qualifies for
the State Children s Health
Insurance Program.
Congress is considering
the renewal of WHIP for an
additional five years. but differences remain over who
the program should cover
and how much money should
be spent. The flexibility that
states have in defining
income is one of the differences that will probably need
to be resolved for Democrats
to override a promised veto
from Bush.
So far, the issue of
"income disregards" has
received little attention, but
that started to change in last
week's debate on the House
floor.
"You leave it up to the
states to say you can't have
an income level over 300
percent (of poverty), but you
can deduct 5.20.(XK) for a
housing allowance Of 'you
can deduct $15.(XX) for shelter or whatever." said Rep.
Joe Barton, R-Texas. "So.
what you've got here is the
classic bait and switch."
Rep. John Dingell, DMich., said that allowing
states to exempt SOW
income helps to ensure that

WASHINGTON TODAY
By KEVIN FEEEKING
low-income families don't
have to resort to welfare to
get health care for their children.
Another disagreement over
the program's future is over
the coverage of adults, even
though the Bush administration approved most of the
waivers that allowed adults
into the SCHIP peogram.
Now, the administration
wants to remove those adults
from the SCHIP rolls more
quickly, than called for in
the bill that passed the
House last week.
Under that bill, states
would have to move an estimated 200,(XX) childless
adults off SCHIP within one
year. Also, by 2010, waivers
covering about 500.000 parents would be paid from a
separate fund. States that
perform well on coveting
low-income children c uld
continue covenng par nts
through that fund, which
would get a lower federal
matching rate than under
current policy. Dingell said.
Just last year. administration officials testified during
congressional hearings that
extending SCHIP coverage to
parents increased the likelihood that their children
would get health insurance
too. But Health and Human
Services Secretary Mike
Leavitt now calls the coverage of parents an expenment
that took resources away
from poor kids. About a
dozen states received waivers
to cover parents through
SCH1P.
"All adults should be
moved off SCHIP when their
state waivers come up for

renewal or within one year,
whichever comes sooner,"
said a policy statement
issued by the White House
last week.
The bill that passed the
House on Thursday would
allow about 3.9 million more
uninsured children into
SCHIP by 2012 — on top
of the 6 million now
enrolled. An additional 2
million children would leave
private coverage by then and
enroll in SCHIP. according
to the Congressional Budget
Office.
The president had recommended spending an additional $5 billion for SCHIP
over the next five years. The
bipartisan bill before Congress calls for a $35 billion
increase, bringing total
spending to $60 billion.
The administration
announced last week that it
could support policies that
require more money than it
previously recommended.
Still. Leavitt cited about $10
billion that he believes
should be trimmed from the
bill before Congress.
The administration remains
adamant that it won't support
a tobacco tax increase to
pay for SCHIP's expansion.
Instead, it's calling on lawmakers to pick from $96 billion worth of new fees or
spending cuts that were part
of the president's budget this
fiscal year. However, most of
those proposals generated little support in Congress.
Among those recommendations were higher co-payments at the pharmacy for
some veterans who are not
disabled. Their copays would

increase from $8, to $15
under the president's budget,
saving about $1.6 billion
over five years.
Bush also wants to make,
higher-income Medicare
.
recipients pay more for their
drug coverage as well as for
their insurance for doctors'
visits. Higher premiums for
the drug benefit and doctors'
services would generate more
than $10 billion over five
years, according to his budget.
,The bill to expand,SC-144P
relies on a 136 percent
increase, in the federal cigarette tax, taking it to $1 per
pack from the current 39
cents.
Supporters of the tax
increase cite high public support for a tobacco tax. The
Kaiser Family Foundation
released a poll Friday showing that about 70 percent of
those polled supported
expanding SCHIP by $35
billion through higher tobac-.
CO taxes.
Tobacco tax supporters say
higher prices for cigarettes
deter smoking and save
lives.
"The health benefits of
higher cigarette taxes are
substantial," says a 1990
report from the surgeon general. "By reducing smoking,
particularly among youth and
young adults, past tax
increases have significantly
reduced smoking-related morbidity and mortality."
The Senate is expected to
take up next week the bill
passed by the House. Democratic leaders are scheduled .
to meet Monday with a
handful of Republicans seen
as crucial to deciding
whether more changes to the
bill will give backers the allimportant two-thirds majority
necessary to override a veto.
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Country superstar
Wagoner dies at 80

011tiarlos
Howard Pat** Carlo

Mrs. Janet Elaine Hightree Hough

The funeral for Howard Patrick Carlin will be Tuesday at II a.m.
in the chapel of Clarendon Hills Cemetery, Darien, Ill.
Visitation will be from 3 to 7 p.m. today (Monday) at 1.11.
Churchill Funeral Home, Murray.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) famous.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Goshen United
He had his own syndicated
Porter Wagoner was known
or
42054
Methodist Church Building Fund, P.O. Box 8, Kirksey, KY
show, -The Porter Wagoner
TV
the
in
hits
country
of
string
a
for
St..
to Hospice, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar
'60s, perennial Show," for 21 years, beginning
Murray, KY 42071.
appearances at in 1960. It was one of the first
Mr. Carlin, Medye Lane, Murray, 78, died Friday, Oct. 26, 2007
the Grand Ole syndicated shows to come out
home.
his
at
p.m.
at 3:40
Opry in his of Nashville and set a pattern
with
the
years
50
than
more
for
worked
he
carpenter,
A retired
trademark for many others.
memwas
a
He
Region.
Illinois
Northern
the
in
Local Union #1899
"Some shows are mechanirhinestone
ber of Goshen United Methodist Church.
and for cal. but ours was not polished
uris,
of
son
the
was
he
Ill.,
Born April 16, 1929. in Downers Grove,
ching the and slick," he said in 1982.
1
the late Albert Benjamin Carlin and Susie Weaver Carlin Clement.
Among his hits, many of
of Dolly
career
Carlin,
Also preceding him in death were one daughter, Kathleen
he wrote or co-wrote.
which
Parton.
one great-grandchild, Arianna Johnson, three sisters and three brothCounty
"Carroll
Like many were
ers.
older perform- Accident," "A Satisfied Mind,"
Wagoner
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Loma Carlin, to whom he was
ers, his star had "Company's Cousin'," "Skid
married June 24, 1950, in Westmont, Ill.; one daughter, Patricia
faded in recent years. But his Row Joe," "Misery Loves
Ill.;
Aurora,
Kris,
wife,
and
Carlin
Gary
son,
one
Ill.;
Carlin, Joliet,
death from lung cancer Sunday. Company" and "Green Green
three grandchildren, Darcy Johnson and husband, Leon, Custer
at 80,came only after a remark- Grass of Horne."
M.;
Aurora,
Carlin,
Bradley
and
Park, Ill., Mary Steele, Joliet. Ill.,
The songs often told stories
able late-career revival that won
of
both
Quinn,
Scotty
two great-grandchildren, Cody Maish and
of tragedy or despair. In
fans.
of
generation
a
new
him
Mrs.
Florida,
Custer Park, Ill.; three sisters, Mrs. Charlotte Curnutt,
The Missouri-born Wagoner "Carroll County Accident," a
Dora Herd, Texas, and Mrs. Lorraine Petersen, California; several
signed with RCA Records in married man having an affair is
nieces and nephews.
1955 and joined the Opry in killed in a car crash; "Skid Row
1957, "the greatest place in the Joe" deals with a once-famous
John Paul Payne
world to have a career in coun- singer who's lost everything.
Oct.
Sunday,
died
Hardin,
Lane,
John Paul Payne. 52, Palasades
In 2002, he was elected to
try music," he said in 1997. His
28, 2007, at 1:43 a.m. at his home.
ip, suits and pom- the Country Music Hall of
showmansh
born
was
He
He was a member of Hope Harbor Church, Murray.
padoured hair made him Fame.
Aug. 27, 1955.
Survivors include his parents, William David and Lou Wealand
Payne, Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Sherry McGee and husband, Trebe,
°Lin: WORLD CHRISTMAS
Menaphis, Tenn.; two nephews; one niece.
in •,,,uthern
6.4
Church,
Harbor
Hope
at
a.m.
II
at
Thursday
be
will
The funeral
Mrs. Frances Roberta Garland Tucker
officiate.
will
Art Heinz
The funeral for Mrs. Frances Roberta Garland Tucker will be Murray. Rev.
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangetoday (Monday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman and
but no visitation is scheduled.
York Funeral Home with Rev. Van Russell and Rev. Carlton Binldey ments,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hope Harbor Building
officiating. Music will be by W.A. and Gracie Erwin, singers, and
Fund, 2771 Ky. 94 East, Murray, KY 42071 or to Lourdes Hospice,
Cindy Cossey, pianist.
Jackson St., Suite 5, Paducah, KY 42003.
2855
Roger
Pallbearers will be James Vaughn Edwards, Ben Cossey,
Green, Randall Crass, Jackie Carson and Arlo Reck. Burial will folHarold Eugene Henderson
low in the Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Harold Eugene Henderson, 68, Guthrie Drive, Benton, died
home.
funeral
the
at
now
is
Visitation
Oct. 27, 2007, at 6:15 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
MurraySaturday.
Hospice,
to
made
be
may
Expressions of sympathy
a self-employed stump remover.
42071.
was
KY
He
Murray,
St.,
Poplar
mommimMEN.
803
Calloway County Hospital,
Preceding him in death were his father, Gobel Henderson, his
Online condolences may be made at yorkfuneralhome.com.Sale
After
'Service
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Nelson; two brothers, LeRoy Henderson and
Mrs. Tucker, 74, Kirksey, died Friday, Oct. 26, 2007 at her home. mother, Lillie Harris
IMEOIREZE
, and one sister, Martha Nell Smith.
`
A member of Kirksey Baptist Church for over 50 years. she Joe Wayne Henderson
tr,,rporn
'Full Parts Dept.
Survivors include two sons, Tony Henderson, Murray, and
enjoyed cooking and gardening.
Denise
Karen
Mrs.
daughter,
one
Benton;
,
Born Sept. 10, 1933 in Dover, Tenn., she was the daughter of the Eugene Henderson
Phoenix City, Ala.; three sisters, Mrs. Eva Thom, 'Locally Owned &
late Virgil Garland and Rosie McDougal Garland. Also preceding Henderson Parr,
Jack Calvert City, and Mrs. Wilma Walker and Mrs. Glenda Stephen,
her in death were one sister, Elsie Robinson and one brother.
Operated
both of Hardin; eight grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
Garland.
in the chapel of Collier
.m.
p
2
at
Tuesday
be
will
was
she
funeral
The
whom
to
Tucker
L.
John
11111111ir__
. Survivors include her husband,
wife, Funeral Home, Benton. Jack Henshaw will officiate. Burial will folmarried on Aug. 9, 1947; two sons, Randy Neil Tucker and
Hardin.
Cemetery,
one
Unity
the
in
Kirksey;
of
low
all
Irene, and Curtis Lynn Tucker and wife. Geri,
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
brother, Bernice Garland and wife, Cozy, Murray; three griindchili•ct - 753- 1 586
212 E. Main
dren, Chris Tucker and wife, Stefanie, Shawn Tucker and Jeremy (Monday).
Tucker; one step-great-grandchild, Savanna Mathis; several nieces

A memorial service for Mrs. Janet Elaine Hightree Hough will be
'Tuesday at 11 a.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Murray. Rev. David
Montgomery and Rev. Dr. Ann Marie Montgomery will officiate. A
reception will follow the service at the church.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8
p.m. today (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Presbytenan
Church Building Fund, 1601 Main St., Murray, KY 42071.
• Mrs. Hough, 73, Kirkwood Drive, Murray, died Wednesday. Oct.
ta, 2007, while on vacation in El Fuerte, Mexico.
• A retired dietitian, she worked with Murray State Food Services
and later retired with Britthaven Corporation based in North
Carolina. While working with Britthaven, she worked with numerous nursing homes in the state of Kentucky. She was was a graduate of the University of Nebraska with a degree in dietetics.
She was a member of First Presbyterian Church where she currently was serving as assistant treasurer and elder, and former treasurer. She was a former president of the Kentucky Presbyterian
Women. She was a member and co-chair of the Theta Department
and also a member of the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. A current ombudsman for Spring Creek Health Care and Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, she was an active volunteer for the Angels
Community Clinic and Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens.
She was a member and former secretary of the Kentucky
Lake/Murray Chapter of AARR
Born July 15, 1934, in Blair, Neb., she was the daughter of the
late Frank Hightree and Nell McManigal Hightree.
Survivors include her husband, Al Hough, to whom she was martied Dec. 28. 157, in Lyons, Neb.; two daughters, Ms. Brenda Jones,
Odenton, Md., and Mrs. Becky Jones and husband, Jerry. Mayfield;
two sisters, Mrs. Evelyn Fraser and husband, Loren, Columbus,
Neb., and Mrs. Elizabeth Baker and husband, Bill, Bellingham,
Wash.; four grandchildren, Catherine Dulley and husband, Tom,
Sumter, S.C., Caroline Jones, Murray, and Matthew and Rachel
Jones, Mayfield.
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and nephews.

7 killed in North Carolina beach house
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP)A weekend of fun vanished in a
storm of fire and smoke that
killed seven college friends and
left behind a gutted beach house
and an emotionally devastated
campus.
Six of the seven killed in the
fire Sunday morning in Ocean
Isle Beach, NC., attended the
‘University of South Carolina;
the other attended Clemson
University. Six other South
Carolina students in the house
survived.
"My heart goes out to everyone involved," South Carolina
student Lindsey Riddick, 19,
.said Sunday evening. "I just
Can't fathom that at all."
A police cruiser was parked
in front of the home Monday
morning, with police tape cordoning off three vehicles in the
driveway. A fourth vehicle.
burned out, was parked beneath
the home. The rear of the house
suffered heavy damage, with
just the studs remaining.
Dennis Pruitt, the school's
dean of students, said many of
the students were friends from
the Delta Delta Delta sorority
and the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
4raternity. The father of one survivor said several had gone to
school together in
high
TGreenville.
-, The group had decided to go
!to the beach before the weather
:got cold, Amanda Palacio of
impsonville and a roommate of
:one of the victims, told ABC's
"Good Morning America" on
Monday.
"They were just, you know,
going out to have a good time

g

AP
Fire tape surrounds a beach house that burned in Ocean Isle,
N.C., today. An early morning fire Sunday ravaged the house
occupied by more than a dozen college students on Sunday,
killing seven and sending several more to a hospital.
and enjoy the beach, especially
before it got cold," Palacio said,
"There wasn't any particular
reason, just to have a good
time."
Officials said the students
were staying at a house owned
by the parents of one of the students.
The fire struck sometime
before 7 a.m. and burned completely through the first and second floors, leaving only part of
the frame standing. The waternamed
home front
"Changing Channels" - was
built on stilts, forcing firefighters to climb a ladder onto the
house's deck to reach the first
living floor.
One witness described seeing
three students sitting on the
ground screaming as the home
burned, and another jumping
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from a window into a waterway.
The six survivors were hospitalized and released, Mayor
Debbie Smith said.
The fire's cause was being
investigated.
As news of the fire spread
around the South Carolina campus on Sunday, so did rumors of
the victims. Officials said identifications might not be made

publicly until Wednesday, but
that grief counselors would be
available for the 27,000 students
here when classes resume
Monday.
"These are young people in
the prime of their life," school
President Andrew Sorensen said
at a news conference."They had
so much to look forward to, and
it's just profoundly tragic."
"When any one member of
our family is lost, we are all
diminished," he said, adding his
thoughts also went out to the
Clemson community.
South Carolina freshman J.P.
Shorter said he and was talking
with friends about the fire and
that there were all kinds of
rumors about what happened.
"Some people I know are in
Delta Delta Delta," said Shorter,
18, of Charleston. "I feel bad."
Several houses near the one
that burned were filled with college students. Neighbor Jeff
Newsome said the students were
going back and forth between
the houses all weekend long.
"We didn't have any big
complaints," Newsome said.
"The lights were on all night.
They were having a good time."
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OcTUBAfest concert scheduled on Tuesday at MSU Calloway county Homemakers
On Tuesday evening the Performing Arts Hall in the old
finc arts building at Murray
Slate University will be reverberating With the sound of 21
tubas of different keys, sizes
and timbres.
TherOcTUBAfest concert
will begin at It p.m. and will
feature soloists, the TubaEuphonium Quartet and the 21
member
Tuba-Euphonium
Ensemble. There is no admission fee and the public is invited.
Soloists will be performing
works from composers as
diverse
as
Ludwig
van
Beethoven I I 770-1827) and
Bruce Broughton (born 1945).
The Quartet will perform
Johann Sebastian Bach's "Contrapunctus IX" from "The Art
of the Fugue" and "Power" by
John Stevens.
The full ensemble will close
the program with Bach's "Con-

continue poinsettia promotion
Calloway County Homemakers are continuing with their 16th annual poinsettia
sale. It will close on Nov. 16, according to
Judy Stabler, sales chairman. This year
the Calloway County Band Boosters are

Jo's
Datebook
By

Photo provided

Pictured are members playing tubas at the concert on Tuesday.
trapunctus I" from "The Art Rossini.
nium Quartet, and Prof. Todd
of the Fugue," "Shenandoah,"
Prof. Ray Conklin is the Hill directs the Tuba Euphoa traditional American melody. coordinator
the nium Ensemble.
for
and The "Finale" from the (14:TUB/Vest. Prof. John Fan"William Tell Overture" by nin coaches the Tuba Eupho-

U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
to offer Safe Boating Class

Mackenzie De-Mae Stone

Mackenzie De-Mae Stone

A

is Megan De-Mae Jones and
an'uncle is Brandon Stone.

to do in an emergency'? Know
BY SYLVIA CANON
safe mooring techniques? How
Public Affairs officer
Attention. Seasonal Boaters! to -tie a knot that stays tied?
Responsibility for safe boat- What "no wake" means and
ing does not end with a win- what areas are included.
These and other topics will
terization of boats.
Take advantage of the "off- be addressed during the course,
season" to learn more about safe as well as a question and
boating by taking a safe boat- answer session. A fee of $20
ing class taught by experienced will cover textbooks, exams
coast Guard Auxiliary Instruc- and educational tools. If two
persons share the same texttors on Saturday. Nov. 3, at
book, the fee is $25.
the Glendale Road Church of
Most insurance companies
Christ, 1101 Glendale Rd., Muroffers discounts on boat insurray. The class will meet from
ance to individuals who suc8 am. - 5 p.m. with a break
cessfully complete this course.
for lunch.
In addition, the course meets
Cold
boaters, Kentucky standards for young
weather
anglers and hunters will receive boaters (ages 12-17 years) who
beneficial information also.
must
acquire certification
What are boaters' legal before soloing on personal
responsibilities on water? What watercraft and other boats.
equipment is required on board
To register and receive study
different size boats? Is team- matenals before class begins,
ing to —reacr.b..s.y., daark- 114;t53-4934 or 1-270-354ers .ii),1 chaYisinlpeilianr`
'
NVhat

water
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SCHEDULE GOOD THRU NOV. 1
moviesinmurray.com

aiSi

Michael Clayton
R - 7:10 - 9:40

The Game Plan
PG - 7:00 - 9:20

30 Days Of Night

ug

R- 7:20 - 9:45
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

Saw 4
R - 7:40 - 9:55

Dan In Real Life
P613 - 7-15 - 9:25

Ow

The Comebacks
TylerhmillltyDidIGetliarned
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:50

The Ladies Golf Association of the Murray Country Club
held awards night on Thursday at the club house.
Awards were presented as
follows:
Championship flight:
Natalie Doering, club champion, Linda Burgess, second
low gross and first low net;
Ve Severns, second low net,
First Flight:
Bobby Lee and Amy

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
Vt.,.,'. ret,
c2 Gossip Couerage
ndenendent Contractors

..
.•

leuendentS and Student'
l:OKRA. Atternanye

set-finoioyea

To subscribe
call 753-1916

'anal Businesses

Robert filllingtOn Jr
270-753-4751
ove ,

Nalloween
'perish
from Murray Laser Garner ... MOW

Scary Hairy Backs

McDowell, tied for first low
gross; Cyndi Cohoon, second
low gross and second low net;
Amy McDowell, first low net;
Second Flight:
Patsy Green, first low gross
and second low net, Barbara
Gray, second low gross and
first low net;
Third Flight:
Susan Johnson, first low
gross and first low net;
Most Improved Golfer was
Bobby Lee.
The ladies played golf on
Wednesday with Ve Sevems
serving as hostess. This was
the final day for golf play for
the season.
Winners were as follows:
Debbie Nixon and Ve Sevems tied as winners of the
championship flight;
Cyndi Cohoon was winner
of first flight;
Norma Frank was winner
of second flight:
Nine hole ladies were Ann
Stanley and Jane Meyer who
tied.
Overall low putts was Betty
Stewart.

a"we

To place an
ad call et
\tithin +UE 753-1916 ‘-i-J
Litx,ratA

Call wow
Wrote It.
too total

price (6X package)

SAILIE
5% Off Total Purchase

price (30 min. seesion)
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Calloway County High School Touchdown Club will meet
Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the CCHS field house. All members and
interested parties are invited and urged to attend.

Laker Band Boosters to meet
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet Tuesday
at 5:30 p.m. in the band room of Calloway County High
school. All interested parents and non-parents are urged to
attend.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray.
Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and inter-.
national charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church, Ill North Fifth St., Murray. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at
753-9080 or 227-4625.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Tracey
at 227-5874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
Calloway County Public Library. For information
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Studio will make free photos
Oakwood Studio at 1003 North Fourth St., Murray, will
continue with the service of making free pictures of children
in Halloween costumes on Wednesday from 3 to 6 p.m.

Sunshiners group will meet
Sunshiners Church Women's Group will meet Wednesday at
2:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church. This will include sewing and fellowship.

School Improvement Committee to meet
The Comprehensive School Improvement Planning Commit;
tee will meet today at 3:15 in room 303 of Calloway County Middle School.

MMS Team plus promotion
Murray Middle School Boys Basketball team will have a
rebate day for both lunch and dinner at Nick's Family Sportt
Pub, Murray, today. Customers are asked to write on your
receipt, -Murray Middle" and give it to the server or drop if
in the box for the team to get the 15 percent donated from
your purchases.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the herr'
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

Cemetery program available
Any one who was not able to attend the Bailey/Martin/Pettypool Cemetery rededication on Wednesday in the lobby of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital may obtain a copy of
the printed program by contacting Ernie R. Bailey at 753f
2603.

Neighborhood Watch will meet
New
at New
row of
Shenff

•

Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet tonight at 7
C'oncord Church of Christ. Speakers will be Scott Barthe Kentucky Fish and Wildlife and Calloway Counts/
Bill Marcum. All area residents are urged to attend.

CCHS Backboard Club to meet
Calloway County High School Backboard Club will meet
today in the school media center. Cookie dough order forms
and money are to be turned in this night starting at 5 p.m.
and the meeting will follow. All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Adult Education course planned

until Oct. 31!

Creepy Eeelv
Spider Veins!
1/2

Murray Country Club
Ladies Golf presents
awards at meeting

PG13 - 7:30' 9:30

A.114"
.t1
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Kids' Shot Day on Tuesday

10 y
Publi •
Amity, pn
ty High
STARS pr
teacher, p
sign out
The
Iron Week
Awareness.

4K9-29119 or Mike at 753-9127.

H ickory Woods
Melte • at•ett

mation call Stabler at 753-7387 or the
county extension office at 753-1452.

The Kids' Flu Shot Day will be Tuesday
from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Health Center, located at Olive and North Seventh Streets, Murray.

jinnouncemenl
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Chase
Stone of Murray are the parents of a daughter. Mackenzie
1k-Mae Stone, born on Tuesday. Aug. 28, 2007. at 1:05
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
15 ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former Tiffany Jones.
Grandparents are Terry -and
Tresa Jones and Danny and
Beverly Stone, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents
are
William Dee and Fronie Mae
Eldridge, Henry and Linda
Blakely, and the late Rex and
Mary Alice Stone. all of Murray.
A great-great-grandmother is
Dora Jones of Murray. An aunt

Jo Burseen
Community
Editor

helping with the sale.
Orders will be taken for the poinsettias
which will arrive in Murray and be ready
to be delivered or picked up on Thursday,
Nov. 29, at the First United Methodist
Church Family Life Center. For more infor-

tlurray

c7.4. tfitiaswee gip

Main St.• Murray, KY 42071 •270-767-0007

Murray Calloway County Need Line and Calloway County
Adult Family Education are teaming up to start a new class
at Need Line. This will be for those who need to brush up
your basic skills to get a better job, help your children or
grandchildren with their homework, get your GED, or go bach
to school. Adult Education will be from 10 a.m, to noon di
Tuesday and Thursday beginning Nov. 1. Those planning to
attend are asked to call Need Line at 753-6333 or visit the
office building at 638 South Fourth St., Murray.

IAAP Chapter plans promotion
Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals has a fund-raising event of taking orders for
a Mar-Co Invisible UV Marking Pen at adi809
s22
co3
discount
u4 o
pr
r ice
e:mFaoiri
more information call Kay Hayes at
ka y.ha ys40murra ystate.edu
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10 years age
Published is a picture of Jerry
Miley, principal of Calloway County High School, Karl Molitor,
STARS president, and Linda Wray,
teacher, placing a red nbbon on
a sign out in front of the school.
The ribbon recognizts "Red Ribbon Week" for drug and alcohol
awareness. The awareness week is
being sponsored by STARS (Stuilents Taking A Responsible Stand)
organization. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Scott Nanney.
" Murray High School Band finished with a second rating in Class
A at the Kentucky Marching Band
Championship held at Lexington.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Frances
Roberts and Clara Nell Furches
inspecting a quilt on display at
the annual Quilting Bee' Festival
at the Calloway County Public
Library. The event is sponsored
by the Kentucky Heritage Quilt
Society and was hosted by Quilt
Lovers'of Murray. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Donna Newcomb.
Murray State University Racers won 24-21 over Tennessee Tech
Golden Eagles in a football garne
al Cookeville, Tenn.
Births reported include a girl
to Ronda and Kenny Burks, Sept.
24.
30 years ago
Winners of the Halloween Costume Contest held at the Calloway
County Public Library were Amy
Parker and Jennifer Jones at the
morning session and Eric Niffengger and Sandra Hutchens at the
ftemoon session.
• Mrs. Nettie England celebrated
her 100th birthday with a party
54 Bumett's Chapel United
Methodist Church on Oct. 16.
Betty Jo Ward and Ronald
Sanders were married in a September wedding at First Baptist
Church, Murray.

40 years ago
Published is a picture of Cadet
Robert Counts of Dayton. Ohio,
posing for "Taps" that will be played
at the Veterans Day Service Nov.
II at Murray State University. On
the plaque shown in the picture
are the names of the 51 former
students and alumni of Murray
State who died in service in World
War 11.
Rev. Henry McKenzie has
resigned as pastor of First Presbytenan Church, effective Nov. 19.
He is retinng and he and his wife,
Dorothy, plan to continue living
in their home on Sharpe Street in
Murray.

COMICS / FEATURES
Man who wants to style hair
worries about his reputation

Monday, October 29, 20/7•7A

Statins not required
for 89-year-old woman

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am suggest what I should do to
to name a few.
the caretaker of my elderly lower her cholesterol without
How you will be perceived
mother, age 89. She is a patient Lipitor?
should not be your pnmary
I thought of fish-oil pills
of a heart specialist because
consideration. You know who
she has six blockages (both combined with Zetia, but I
you are, and the fact that you
are straight will get around. carotid arteries, two with the suspect I will meet resistance
heart and in each leg). She is with. the heart specialist. My
Speaking as someone who has
too fragile mother's primary care doctor
spent many hours in beauty
for surgery; says that she's old and does,
salons over the years, I can
she barely n't need anything to lower het
What's hold- tell you firsthand that there
survived her cholesterol anymore.
ing me back are very few secrets.
DEAR READERM agree
angiogram
•
is I'm afraid
in 2002. She with your mother's primary
DEAR ABBY: I am basipeople will
is now tak- physician. Your mother appears
I'm cally your average sevenththink
ing 20 mil- to be intolerant of statin drugs.
SO years ago
gay. I have grader with divorced parents.
ligrams of She certainly has the right to
Oil well drillers are continuing
nothing My dad is about to get martheir quest for oil on the Pearl
stop Lipitor and try omega-3
Lipitor.
future
my
like
I
again.
ried
against gay
Cherry farm on Ky. 121 North. They
While fish-oil capsules. You could also
but I stepmom, except for one thing.
Gott
Dr.
folks,
fee.
4,069
of
depth
a
have reached
she was tak- try using nonflushing niacin
her seat
Dear Abby am strictly She never buckles
The drill is being sunk a the rate
ing 40 mil- (start with 500 milligrams per
By
heterosexu- belt. She says it's uncomfortof a foot for each 45 minutes.
ligrams of day). Many people have had
like it.
doesn't
she
and
able,
Gott
Dr.
Peter
al.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Abigail
By
Lipitor, she success using this vitamin.
here
moved
recently
She
have
I
Order of the Eastern Star observed
Van Buren
At the age of 89, her qualbecame very tired and generits 25th anniversary with a potluck
always been from Colombia, but that does
supper on Oct. 22 in the Masonally too weak to get out of ity of life is an important issue.
told that I'm good-looking, and not excuse her from obeying
To give you related inforic Hall, located on the north side
bed to walk. She also had frethe fact that I am artistic will our laws. I don't know what
of the downtown Murray court1 am sending you a
mation,
her
in
cramps
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do.
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square. Mary Louise Baker is'wormy Health Report
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copy
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make a lot of money in this
thy matron and Nix Crawford is
I stopped the Lipitor com- "Understanding Cholesterol."
What should I do? -field.
worthy patron.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I went
pletely, and within three days
Please advise me how to STRAPPED IN TIGHT
60 years ago
she recovered very well. She to many doctors for psoriasis
DEAR STRAPPED: Most
A course in Driving will be
get over this hurdle. -was talkative, lively and walked on my elbows and knees for
offered at Murray High School in
FUTURE HAIRSTYLIST? IN adults hate being told they are
the very near future, according to
around the house well. I asked 40 years. About 10 years ago,
wrong by a young person, so
N.Y.
Supt. W.Z. Carter. A dual control
the doctor to replace Lipitor a friend told me she heard.
DEAR FUTURE HAIR- if I were you, I would use a
Chevrolet will be loaned to the
with Zetia (a nonstatin drug). vitamin E cream was good for
two-pronged
and
touch
light
chosen
have
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high school district by General
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time
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attack.
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n't
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that provides opportunity, portaPorter Motor Company of Murly prescription ointments and
by very much.
ray.
bility and the possibility of le up, casually mention that
My mother's total choles- stopped picking at the scales.
Births reported include a girl
steady work. While it is true the front passenger seat of an
terol count is 341 without the The psoriasis left, and it's been
sometimes
is
to Mr. and Mrs. William Vaughn,
that there are many gay men automobile
Lipitor. The doctor said she gone for nine years. It is worth
Oct. 21; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
in the field of hairdressing, referred to as the "death seat"
Harold Hopkins, Oct. 22; girl to
needs to continue with the Lip- a try, and there is nothing to
the years for a reason -- that people
over
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very
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Peters,
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ples: Vidal Sassoon,
to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Downey,
ligrams of Lipitor, but now tinue it when needed. This
Jay Sebring, Gene Shacove and, shield. Then change the subOct. 27.
I'm concerned that she is therapy is safe and inexpenyou
Did
"Oh!
(Example:
more recently, Jonathan Antin, ject.
becoming weak again. Can you sive.
see that cool red Corvette?")
Your father should also tell
her privately that by refusing
to buckle up, she's setting a
the English courtier, military adven- boss Louis B. Mayer died in Los
By The Associated Press
Angeles at age 75.
poor example for his child.
; Today is Monday, Oct. 29, the turer and poet, was executed in
and the four-club bid, inferentially
West dealer.
•..
In 1966, the National Organiagreeing on spades as trumps, was
302nd day of 2007. There are 63 London.
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In 1901, President McKinley's zation for Women
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DEAR ABBY: I am a 22year-old man, and I think I
have found what I want to do
with the rest of my life. There's
just one thing: It's not the typical male career. I want to
work in a beauty salon as a
stylist.
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DEAR WASTING FOOD:
Try this: "You were so kind
to make it, and I thank you.
But as much as I like it, it
doesn't like ME -- so I cannot accept it."
It's as close to the truth as
you can get without being
offensive, and should successfully discourage her from making it in the future.

Opening lead - five of hearts.
There are times when bridge can
be a very cruel game. For a good
illustration, consider the accompanying deal from the match
between Israel and the United States
at the 1980 women's world championship.
At the first table, Emma Jean
Ilawes and Dorothy Hayden
Tniscott, North-South for the Amencan team, smoothly got to six spades
on the sequence shown. The threeclub bid by Mrs. Hawes was Stayman, inquiring about the major suits,

Tomorrow: Uncomfortable finesses
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in a slam that would be made more
than 95 percent of the time would be
punishment enough for anyone to
bear. But the sad fact is that the
North-South pair had some further
heartache to endure.
When they later compared scores.
with their Last-West teammates and •
related how they had reached six:
spades and were defeated because or,
the diabolical lie of the opposing,
cards, East bemusedly observed that;
they would have been better off in;
six notrump, which was an absolute.
laydown!
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1 Coach
6 Juicy steak
(tlYPh,)
11 Obsess over
12 Tower designer
14 Court ritual
15 Transplant
17 Smallest St
18 "It's freezing!"
19 - Plaines, Ill
20 Face the target
21 German coal
region
23 Honey maker
24 Warm-up
25 Collar or jacket
27 Thickly settled
28 News agcy
30 "- Tiki"
31 Monsieur's
wine
32 Financial off
33 Weighed down
35 Tough spot
36 Unravel
37 Service charge
38 Parched
2

3

1 Dainty ornament
2 Surplus
3 Contented
murmur
4 Mass neighbor
5 Not him
6 Plains dwelling
7 Short lives'?
8 Frequently,
to a poet
9 Oue neighbor
10 Most uncanny
11 Watch chains
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13 Less stiff
16 Idyllic spot
20 Aleta s son
22 Type in again
23 - Ami
cleanser
8
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24 Remains
undecided
26 Freight unit
27 Uproar
28 Hitchcock
or Nobel
29 Gay Nineties
prop
31 Compete for
34 Hoover or
Aswan
35 Leather item
37 Embroidery
thread
39 Avoid
40 Roams around
41 Still-life
subject
43 Nautical position
46 Photo
47 Keep it down'
48 Windup
50 Nile god
52 Livy s duo

FARM_______
Executive order waives hay
transportation restrictions
FRANKFORT, Ky. — At
The order waives SILC and
the urging of Agriculture Com- weight restrictions for vehicles
missioner Richie Fanner, an transporting hay and other liveexecutive order was signed by stock forages through and into
Gov. Ernie Fletcher on Wednes- the Commonwealth. The order
day that will help Kentucky waives permit tees for overfanners get much-needed hay sized or overweight vehicles
to make up for shortages caused carrying forages. Carriers are
by the drought and the Apnl required to obtain all necesfreeze.
sary permits for route verifi'This will make it easier cation.
and cheaper for cattle producKentucky's hay crop is
ers, horse farms and others to expected to be down as much
get the forages they need to as 50 percent from 2006 profeed their herds through the win- duction of 6.3 million tons valter,- C'ommissioner Fanner said. ued at nearly $493 million.
Farmer and members of his Five consecutive days of belowsenior staff worked with other freezing temperatures in early
state officials and representa- April damaged this year's first
rives of Kentucky Farm Bureau, cutting. The drought further limthe University of Kentucky, the ited hay and pasture growth.
The hay shortfall has forced
Kentucky Cattlemen's Association, the Kentucky Dairy some farmers to feed crop
Development Council and other residue, buy commercial feeds
agricultural organizations to or sell livestock.
hammer out details of the execEarlier this month the U.S.
utive order.
Department of Agriculture made

AP

Rainy weather was ideal for Lynn Jackson to strip burley tobacco on a farm near Maysville, Ky.

low-interest emergency loans
available to farmers in all 120
Kentucky counties who are
affected by the drought. Commissioner Fanner, who is president of the Southern Association of State Departments of
Agriculture, has urged Congress to put drought relief for
affected farmers in the Farm
Bill. That would make affected farmers eligible for grants.
The Department has set up
a Hay Hotline for producers
with hay to sell or looking foi.
hay to buy. To get on one of
the lists, call toll-free 1-888567-9589.
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The KDA also hosts a Hay
Directory where hay for sale
is listed by county. To view'
the Hay Directory, go to'
www.kyagr.com, click on Prof,
grams and click on Hay for
Sale (tested).

The Fall of the House of Spade
A Novel Suggested by Western Kentucky History
by Kenneth Tucker
of A Wilderness of Tigers, a Novel of the Haw Brothers and Frontier Violence

By AIMEE NIELSON
UK Ag COOperalive
there's not an :11"Cil of Kentucky agriculture that the 2007
drought has not touched. University of Kentucky Extension
Livestock and Forage hainomist Kenny Burdine said the
variance of the drought's effems
on grain production front county to county is great and averages don't tell the whole story.
-The difference in production les els across the state this
year is mind boggling,- he
said. "Even within indisidual
counties, we are seeing wide
differences in yields. Sonic
areas that, were blessed with
timely rains are seeing pretty
good yields. hut there arc also
a lot of areas %hens state average yields would sound great."
The U.S
men% of
Agriculture's October crop production report lowered Kentucky's estimated soybean yield
by two more bushels, bringing it down to 28 bushels per

acre - more than a 35 percent
decrease from 2006. If the
report is correct. Kentucky's
2007 soybean production would
he down 50 percent from last
year by combining lower yields
and fewer harvested acres. Burdine said.
. 'Ws true that Kentucky eta
and soy hean producers ale
enjoying stronger prices ihis
year, but their yields hate riot
been anywhere near last year's
levels,- he said. "Also, let's
not forget the losses many of
them saw on their wheat crop
this past spring due to the late
Easter freeze.The USDA increased Kentucky's average corn yield estimate from September to 124
bushels per acre
Actually.
despite lower yield expectations than last year. Burdine said
Kentucky corn production
should be up by about 10 percent.
•-nlis is of Col118C due to
ma...Ise increases in corn

acreage in response to price
signals sent earlier in the year,he said. "Most of this increase
in corn acreage came directly
from soybeans, which explains
the difference in the two projections."
,Burdine added that across
the United States, soybean
prices have strengthened since
the middle of August. more so
than corn during that same
time penod. He said that while
many factors are at play, the
major one has been that the
soybean balance sheet for the
upcoming marketing year looks
tighter than the corn balance
sheet.
-The bean market will probably try to buy back some
acreage in 2008,- Burdine said.
"At the same time, the wheat
niarket is trying to buy some
acres as well, because wheat
supplies are also very tight.
All this has made for a very
unique fall and it appears to
be setting up a very interesting 2(108 as well."

In 1913, a brutal murder occurred in the small town of
Canton, Kentucky. Several other killings rapidly followed near
the town and its neighbor Cadiz. Young Quentin Spade —
wealthy, intellectual, respected, artistic, reserved — was
accused of being a psychotic killer — but was he? In the early
Twenty-First Century, Tiffany, a Murray State Student,
becomes obsessed with the century old murders and attempts
to discover what really happened. The Fall of the House of
Spade is a fast-paced novel which moves back and forth from
past to present. It presents a story of greed, hatred, and
vengeance set against the decline of Canton as a center of
riverboat trade and wealth.
purchased on line at Amazon-com
:

or Barnes and

Noblea-om.
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tem Knapke. operations manager for Fort
Recosery Egon). the nation's ninth-largest egg
producer. doesn't expect cage-free to ever make
up the majority ot eggs produced in the U.S.
However. he projects that 5 percent of the 6.5
million birds raised by the company's 60 contract farms will be cage-free within the next
six months.
United Egg Producers estimates that 5 percent it U.S. egg production is either cage-free
or organic. up froni 2 percent three years ago.
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You may also ask for it in your local bookstores.

Market for eggs produced 'cage free' growing
tk I
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hens roam the ham floor, spread their wings
and dusk into nest boxes cosered by red plastic flaps to poi‘ide a dark area that encourages egg-laying
: Three months earlier, the same barn housed
nearly tour times as many chickens, but the)
acre contined to small wire cages stacked on
top 01 each other
Egg Loins aie increasing their production
ot cage-tree eggs. spending hundreds of thousands. of dollars to sonven hams by tearing
out cages. installing 111CW floors, reconfiguring
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Available at the Murray State University Store. It may also be
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Join us from 5 - 8 p.m.
on Wednesday, Oct. 31
while our halls are filled with ghosts, goblins, tricks & treats!

Enterfor your chance to win!
Only $1 each!
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"Suite 4, The Sweet Raffle"
Includes one free night at the Baymont Inn of Murray,
and free Domino's Pizza!

Includes Dinner at J. Edward's and Sandwiches from Victor's

November 5th,6th, 7th 8z 8th

All proceeds are donated to Murray Lions Club.

6:00 till 930 PM Each Night

This 5pooktaculor !ventic
Proudly Sponsored by:

Radio
Teloision
Channel 13 or 8 depending on your provider.
WATCH FOR THE NEWSPAPER INSERT ON NOVEMBER 2ND.
TO VIEW A LIST OF AUCTION ITEMS
(WITH PHOTOS)POINT YOUR BROWSER TO:
mymurray.corn/murraylionsclub AND CLICK ON "AUCTION"

tnt

• 98.3 K98 Radio Station •96.9•94.7 WQQR • 103.7 Froggy
• Murray Market Place • Ryan's Steakhouse • Chamber of Commerce
• A+ Karate • C'ombinesi Insurance • Murray Woman's Club
• Murray State University Expo Center, Lisa Nance • Murray Lions Club
• Illusions Hair Salon • Pizza Hut • lienlake Foods • Dollar General Store

• Victor's Sandwiches • Baldy's Gnll• Wal-Mart
• Domino's Pizza • Chen Theatre •Zall'S • J. Edward's
• Family Dollar Store
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COLONELS 46

SECTION B

e-inathirobahmemakoadsinew
WORLD SERIES
GAME 4
,
BOSTON 4,
COLORADO 3 ;

35 RACERS

RACERS LOSE TO
UNBEATEN
COLONELS, BUT
REDSHIRT QB
HAS CAREER DAY
DAVID PHILLIP / AK
Boston's Jason Vantek leaps;
into pitcher Jonathan Papel-:
bon's arms after winning the:
World Series in Game 4;
over the Rockies Sunday at
Coors Field in Denver.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
With days before Halloween,
Murray State was up to the festivities Saturday, providing fans
with plenty of tricks and treats
as the Racers tried to decide if
they were going to play the role
of Dr. Jekyll or Mr. Hyde.
The Racers racked up 24
points in the first half, the most
they had scored all season, trailing just 27-24 to the Ohio Valley Conference's first-place Eastern Kentucky Colonels over the
Weekend.
There were more firsts on
the day for MSU.
Marcus Harris, a converted
Sigh school quarterback turned
wide receiver caught his first
touchdown of the season and
finished with six catches and 82
Yards for a career high. He also
carried the ball one time for 23
yards.
DeAngelo Nelson caught his
first touchdown of the season,
hauling in a 30-yard pass.
But the biggest of all came
from the strong arm of Jeff
Ehrhardt.
The redshirt freshman St.
Louis, Mo., product, making his
eighth start of his career, finished the game going 29-for-43
and 344 yards and five touchdowns.
ti The 344 yard* in theyeki•iiiras-•
the first 300-yard passing effort
from a Racer since Stephen
Hatchell threw for 327 yards
against, none other than, Eastern Kentucky back on Nov. 1st
Of 2003.
; The 344-yard effort was also
the best single-game effort by a
freshman behind Stewart Childress' 367 yards vs. Tennessee
State and 435 yards against Western Kentucky during the 2000
season.
; As for Ehrhardt's five TD
itrikes, that was the most by a
MSU QB since Michael Proc(er threw for a school-record six
touchdowns against Austin Peay
all the way back in 1989.
Had it not been for a 19p)int EKU performance in the
third quarter, another'what-couldfiave-beenl was all that was left
for the Racers to wonder as
they addressed the media folSiwing the game.
And despite his eye-popping
numbers, Ehrhardt was picked
off three times by the Colonels,
Who's turnover margin now stands
ot +20 on the season and Ehrhardt
p.ias sacked a whopping nine
times.
It was a game where the
freshman could have been talk-

Saux
Sweep
RED SOX BREEZE
TO SECOND TITLE
IN 4 YEARS

DENVER (AP) — They celebrated a mile up on major
league baseball's loftiest infield,
sky high again, a repeat of that
raucous night at old Busch Stadium in St. Louis a few years
ago.
Boston is baseball's bully,
the example other teams seek
to emulate. "Damn Red Sox,"
anyone? Three years after they
ended the Curse with their first
title in 86 years, now the curse
is on everyone else.
What a tale to tell. Those
decades of frustration that left
'their faithful doubting if their
day would ever come are distant memories, stored up in the
attic with sepia-toned photos
from the original Red Sox
dynasty, which won five World
from 1903-18.
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times Series titles
On another night to rememin
Coy
Chris
Kentucky's
Jeff Ehrhardt escapes the pocket and gets off this throw before being tackled by Eastern
ber back at Fenway Park, Faneuil
five touchdowns in the loss to
the first half Saturday. The freshman redshirt quarterback threw for 344 yards and
•See SERIES, 28
the Colonels.
21-all with a minute remaining
ing about one of the biggest upsets
before intermission, but the
in Racer history, knocking off
Colonels took a 3-point lead
the nation's No. 16 team, instead
into the break after a Taylor
Ehrhardt was answering questions
OVC(Oven
Long 2I-yard field goal gave School
about mistakes rather than pro6-0 (7-2)
Kentucky
Eastern
lead.
24-21
a
EKU
ductivity.
5-1 (6-3)
In the second half, Murray Eastern Illinois
•Ehrhardt s efforts gel OVC recognitoon
"This one is definitely tough
State had no answer for East- Jacksonville State 4-1 (5-3)
to lose,- he said. "I made a
Colonels turned the pick ern Kentucky as they scored 19 Austin Peay
3-2 (5-3)
few mistakes that I have to cor- and the
a bit of school history as unanswered points and took a Tennessee State 2-2 (3-5)
rect. I was off my read a few into
Washington took the sec- 43-21 lead with (X):01 left after Samford
2-3 (4-4)
times. It wasn't really like East- Bobby
play from scrimmage for a a Mark Dunn 57-yard run before Tennessee Martin 2-4 (2-7)
ern Kentucky had caught us off ond
touchdown over the right the end of the third quarter.
2-5 (4-5)
Tennessee Tech
guard. It was stuff that we 99-yard
for a quick 7-0 lead.
In the third quarter alone. EKU Murray State
1-4 (2-6)
expected to see and I was off tackle
But, MSU rattled off two was the recipient of a team safemy reads on a couple of throws.
SEMO
0-5 (2-6)
14-7
a
take
to
field
scores
48-yard
straight
a
Ehrhardt,
of
ty
There was some miscommuniThat lead held up only goal by Long and a 7-yard pass Eastern Kentucky 46 Murray Stale 35
cation with some of the receivers, lead.
as EKU knotted by Allan Holland to Quinton Tennessee Medal 55 SE MO 20
but most of that falls back on momentarily
59 Tennessee Tech 52
14-all and then took Williams,along with Dunn's rush- Samford Minas
38. Tennessee State 35
Eastem
me. I've got to do a better job.- the score at
minthree
with
lead
21-14
a
Saturday, Nov. 3
TD.
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Murray State's first drive of
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IN See
ception by EKU's Derrick Huff
By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State women's
WHAT WENT DOWN?
soccer team ended the regular
season Sunday with a thrilling
2-1 overtime victory at UTMartin when Krista Muilkens
scored only 33 seconds into
the extra time to give the Racers their 11th win of the season and their sixth Ohio Valon a 20-yard pass from Ehrhardt to Rod
ley Conference victory, both
By TOMMY DILLARD
MSU records.
Harper with two and a half minutes remainSports Wnter
The 11 regular season wins
in the first half. But Eastern would
Eastern Kentucky managed to keep their ing
for MSU surpasses the nine
advantage into the
tmblemished Ohio Valley Conference take a three-point
games MSU won in their inauup
tecord Saturday at Murray State, fight- break, driving downfield and setting
gural season in 2000. The six
field
-yard
21
a
for
Long
Racers,
Taylor
scrappy
kicker
the
ing their way past
OVC wins is one better than
remainminute
goal with a little over a
46-35.
the five the team in 2005. The
The Colonels racked up 533 yards of ing.
Racers are 11-7 and 6-3 in the
total offense, led by running back Bobby
OVC.
Eastern took control in the third quarfor
times
19
Washington, who carried
MSU head coach Beth Acreter, outscoring Murray State 19-0 and
193 yards and two touchdowns. Quarter- taking a 43-21 lead into the final periman's team has steadily gained
lloack Allan Holland completed 15 of 31
momentum since the mid-way
od. But the Racers weren't done. They
passes for 183 yards and two touchpart of the season, and has
on a 30-yard pass from Ehrhardt
scored
downs.
won eight of their last II
up
it
followed
to DeAngelo Nelson and
games.
• Eastern Kentucky(7-2,6-0 OVC)struck
stop of the Colonels
"This was a very tough,
kst on a school-record-setting 99-yard with a defensive
culminated in an
hard fought game today,- Acretouchdown run by Washington. Murray and another drive that
McGinman said. "After we gave up
State (2-6, 1-4 OVC) answered on a 9- 11 -yard pass from Ehrhardt to Lee
an early goal, the girls reactyard touchdown pass from Jeff Ehrhardt nis.
ed in the right way and finto Josh Jones and took a 14-7 lead on
An Eastern Kentucky field goal with
ished the game.another Ehrhardt strike to Marcus Har- 1:37 remaining, however, sealed the deal
Indeed, when UT-Martin's
ris.
for the Colonels.
Furstenhurg scored just
Jamie
IS
&
a
/
on
Times
Ledger
score
DANN
the
evened
MICHAEL
: Eastern
Murray State gained 519 yards of total
the first half, the
into
1:05
then
and
is
as
he
Washington
pass
scamper by
Marcus Harris drops this intended
led by Ehrhardt , who complet- Murray State's
l Racers were down 1-0.
Saturhalf
first
reclaimed the lead 21-14 on a 72-yard offense,
the
in
Huff
Derrick
Kentucky's
Eastern
by
344 yards and defended
pass from Holland to Quinton Williams. ed 29-of-43 passes for
•See SOCCER,28
day at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Murray State would tie the game again five touchdowns.

RACER SOCCER
ROUNDUP

Lady
Racers end
on winning
note
msu WILL HOST
EKU IN OVC
TOURNAMENT

Eastern stays perfect in
OVC with win over MSU
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Racer signal-caller recognized
EHRHARDT GETS OVC'S
NEWCOMER OF THE WEEK;
SHARES WITH UT MARTIN'S
CADE THOMPSON
Staff Report

Murray State signal-caller Jeff Ehrhardt
one of a pair of conference quarterbacks to be named Ohio Valley Conference Co-Newcomer of the Week following Saturday's contests.
Ehrhardt turned in Murray State's first
300-plus yard passing perfomiance since
2003 and gave his Racers a fighting
chance at knocking off first-place Eastern Kentucky. All said, the redshio freshman threw for a career-best 344 yards
and five touchdowns, all of which Were
to different receivers.
Was

He became just the second Murray
State freshman to throw for over 3(X)
yards in a game and fell one touchdown
short of Michael Proctor's school record
of six touchdown passes. Ehrhardt threw
three of his touchdown passes in the first
halt as the Racers went into intermission
trailing by just three points.
With the Racers trailing by 22 heading into the fourth quarter, Ehrhardt conducted two scoring drives of over 75
yards to pull the team back within one
score, tie also ran the hall 22 times for
51 yards.
The St. Louis native is averaging 219.6
passing yards per game, second in the
conference, and 250.1 yards of total offense
per game, also second in the conference.
Ehrhardt had to share the distinction,
however, with Tennessee-Martin sophomore
quarterback Cade Thompson, who also
put up a 300-plus yard performance in

•Racers
second-year head coach noted that
From Page 1B
Colonels are ninth an total
ray State coach Matt Griffin the
in comparison to all
said. "We had a good week of defense
albeit. the Racers
preparation. I thought we exe- ()V(' teams,
But he was confident
cuted well it first half, just not are 10th.
that his team was going to have
enough today "
the football SatFor Nelson the third quarter success moving
meltdown was something he just urday.
"I thought things set up well.
couldn't seem to put his linger
I told our offensive coordinaon.
that it's going to
"It lust comes from prepara- tors all week
game bar us. I realtion and you have to go out be a good
felt that way. I liked the way
and play two halves. One halt ly
the kids bounce hack We score
Is not enough to win a football
game When we come together
and put together two paid halves,
will be ser), successful.**
(it di in acknowledged that
almost all ()V( teams, and those
that are not, have been able to
mos e the hall against EK1.1. The

r

l'aying too much for
Home Insurance?

the Skyhawks' 55-20 victory over Southeast Missouri State. In just his second
start of the season. Thompson completed
23 of 32 passes for 317 yards and three
touchdowns. He did not throw an interception and was sacked just once.
Other OVC weekly honorees were Offensive Player of the Week Samford quarterback Jefferson Adcock. who set a school
record with 472 yards passing in the Bulldogs 59-52 shootout victory at Tennessee
Tech.
Eastern Kentucky's Derrick Huff earned
Defensive Player of the Week honors for
his perforimmce against the Racers. Huff
intercepted three passes, two of which
came inside Eastern's 20-yard line.
Tennessee Tech's Larry Shipp was named
Specialist of the Week for his 301 allpurpose yards in the Golden Eagles' loss
to Samford.

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HIVY 121 N

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Netional Feetbie League
Allbws CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pet
W
8 0 0 1 000
New England
3 4 0 429
BolIslo
7 0 125
1
N 'V Jets
0 8 0 000
Miami
South
W I T Pet
7 0 0 1 000
Indianapolis
5 2 0 714
Tennessee
5 2 0 714
Jacksonvile
3 5 0 375
Houston
North
L T Pet
W
5 2 0 714
Pittsburgh
4 3 0 571
Cleveland
4 3 0 571
Baltimore
2 5 0 286
Cumin/tab
WON
L T Pct
W
571
4 3
Kansas City
571
4 3
San Diego
500
3 3
Denver
286
2 5
Oakland

• Charlie Jordan finished the
31 points a week before. not
great play by any means, but 1 game with 75 yards rushing after
thought our attention to detail rushing for over 1(X) yards in
this week was very good. I wasA each of the last two games.
really very confident. We gave \ • Marvin Robinson's interception in the third quarter
up three big plays.
"These are things you have stopped EKU quarterback Allan
to eliminate. Otherwise, we would Holland's school-record at 201
be sitting here in a totally dif- passes without being interceptferent situation. It's unfortunate. ed.
•The MSU offense has scored
Two of those plays, you just
got to go hack and look at the 66 points in the last six guarters „dating back to the second
tape."
half against SEMO.
NOTES

Sunday's Games
NY Gents 13, Miami 10
Detroit 16, Chicago 7
Tennessee 13, Oakland 9
Cleveland 27. Si Louis 20
Philadelphia 23. Minnesota 16
Prttsburgh 24, Cincinnati 13
Indianapolis 31. Carolina 7
Buffalo 13. NY Jets 3
San Diego 35. Houston 10
Jacksonville 24, Tampa Bay 23
New Orleans 31, San Francisco 10
New England 52, Washington 7
Open Kansas City. Seattle, Anzona,
Dallas. Atlanta, Baltimore
Monday's Game
Green Bay at Denver, 7,30 p.m

Sunday, Nov. 4
Denver at Detroit Noon
Carolina at Tennessee, Noon
San Diego at Minnesota, Noon
Washington at N Y Jets. Noon
San Francisco at Atlanta, Noon
Cincinnati at Bultalo. Noon
Jacksonville at New Orleans, Noon
Green Bay at Kansas City, Noon
Arizona at Tampa Bay, Noon
Seattle at Cleveland, 105 p m
Houston at Oakland, 3 15 p.m
New England at Indianapolis. 3 15 p.m
Dallas at Philadelphia. 7 15 p m
Open Miami N Y Giants, Chicago. St
Louis
Monday, Nov. 5
Baltimore at Pittsburgh 7 30 p m

over its baseball like no other,
and in a contest between Bost6n
lobster and Colorado beef, the
shellfish left the meat charred
and scarred. Colorado, fourth
in the NL West in mid-September, had a remarkable run
of 21 wins in 22 games
reach the Series for the first
time. But after an eight-day
layoff, the Rockies were rusted and got routed.
With the second-highest average in Series history behind the
1960 New York Yankees, Boston
them .333 to .21g,
Lester -was one of the stars, saitlxit
them 29-10. Maybe
a 23-year-old who overcame can- outscored
of the four American League
cer. returned to the Red Sox any
teams would have swept
and won the World Senes finale playoff
NL champion. Sure seemed
by pitching 5 2-3 scoreless any
way.
innings in his ftrst start since that
Colorado, in its 15th season,
Sept. 26.
not nearly the pedigree of
There was Mike Lowell, the has
which has been around
Boston,
hit
who
MVP,
World Series
than a century. Somemore
for
including
.4(X) with four RBIs,
though they failed
even
how,
that
finale
a solo homer in the
win a game, the Rockies
pushed the lead to 3-0. There to
satisfied.
was baby-faced Jacoby Ells- seemed
"No reason to hang our heads.
bury, who led off the game
accomplished a lot this seawith a double and scored the We
son," Todd Helton said. "They
first run.
us. We have no reaThere was the old guard outplayed
to be upset. We made the
from 2004. Manny and Big son
Series. We did a lot this
Papi, Curt Schilling and Jason World
year. We came a long way."
Varitek.
Boston was a loss from elimAnd there were new faces
when it trailed Clevesuch as closer Jonathan Papel- ination
3-1 in the AL champibon, who got the final five outs land
then finished with
to preserve the slim lead, then onship series,
straight victories, a streak
seven
it
high
so
up
glove
his
threw
dwarfs that of the Rockseemed as if a gusher had that
significance if not length.
in
ies'
heavens.
the
splashed it toward
undergoing
Lester,
get
to
us
of
"It took all 25
for cancer at this
the job done," Papelbon said. chemotherapy
time last year, handed a 2-0
"It's just phenomenal."
over to his bullpen. EllsIn the clubhouse, players lead
scored in the first on
wore blue goggles to keep the bury
single, and Lowell doucelebration spray out of their Ortiz's
in the fifth — one of 18
eyes. Daisuke Matsuzalca, who bled
the Red Sox — and came
in Game 3 became the first by
on Varitek's single. LowJapanese pitcher with a Series around
off Aaron Cook.
win, bowed out on the field, ell's homer
career was sidetracked
celebrating with his own native whose
a few years ago because of
style.
clots in his lungs, made
They came together from blood
in the seventh.
3-0
it
to
world
the
of
corners
several
represent a city that obsesses

1B
Hall and all over New England. Boston became World
Series champions for the second time in four years by beating the Colorado Rockies —
flattening them — in a sweep
that ended with a 4-3 victory
Sunday night.
"Pretty darn heavy," Jon
Lester said after lifting the trophy that all of baseball had
sought since pitchers and catchers reported to Honda and Arizona last February.
From Page
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INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
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19 isto Uunn 5-i12 C Walker 8-46
Holland 76 Team 2 imcus 4) Murray
It Jort9M 20-75 Ehrhardt 22-51.
M Huns 123 Lightfoot 2-14 J Jones 512
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344
RECEIVING E Kentucky Weems 5
97 C'.'.....' 3 W.) Barber 3 16 Sizemore
2-17 El Washington 1.13 Phelps 1-10
Murray St., M Hams 642 Nelson 6 78
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McGinnis 1 11
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Eastern Kentucky's Zach Denton in the
Charlie Jordan (22) hurdles over the tackle of
did not have a 100-yard rushing
Jordan
Stadium
Stweart
Roy
at
Saturday
first half
finish with 111 all-purpose yards.
game for the first time in Iwo weeks, but did
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Floor & Foundation
Problems Can Be Solved

Adjustable
Flo
SERVALL
(cm",(4'

di ?Art c.hrtrot.

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL

FREE
INSPECTION
1-800-448-4665
642-4461

Our Home Office

900 Tyson Ave.• Paris, TN
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The match stayed that way
until the Racers tied it at the
76:22 mark when Sara Struve
bent in a corner kick for her
first goal of 2007.
The overtime period was
only 33 seconds old when Krista
Muilkens scored the winner
(her fifth goal of the season)
on a free kick from Kara Carlile
that Melisa Curry touched
through.
The Racers nearly matched
the Skyhawks in shots trailing
only 13-12 as both teams managed five shots each on goal.
Murray States Tara Isbell got
the win in goal and made four
saves.
The Racers are the third
seed in the OVC Tournament
and will host a game at home
at Cutchin Field Nov. 6 against
Eastern Illinois. The game time
will be announced later.
"This win was a great team
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effort," Acreman said. "Nord
we'll get to work in preparinf
for the OVC Tournament."
2007 01110 VALLEY CONFERENCE.
SOCCER TOURNAMENT
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5
/5 Morehead State 31 04 UT Martin TF3A
86 Eastern Kentucky at /3 Murray
State - TBA
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9
/1 Southeast MISSOun vs winner of #4
1./T Martini/5 Morehead State - TBA
an Samford vs winner of /3 Murray
Stalisdr6 Eastern Kentucky - TBA
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11
Championship TBA
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TV, radio
NFL FOOTBALL
7:30 p.m
ESPN — Green Bay at Denver
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

Taking healthcare new places.

...'.\

We are currently hiring Registered Nurses
to work the 7 a.m. - 7 p.m. and 7 p.m. - 7
a.m, shifts and Licensed Practical Nurses to

..)

0 Only $ I per spot •(one person per Photo, 20 word limit)
Double spots: $18 •(40 word limit)

work all shifts. MCCH was recently recognized as being among the Thomson 100 Top
Hospitals for Performance Improvement
Leaders, a national study. Join us as we

Bring payment. photo, this form, along with a sen-addressed stamped
envelope during once hours Mori-Fri., 7:30AM-5:00PIA or ma l to Murray
Ledger and Tunes. Attn Classifieds, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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NOW forming Monday
night 8 Ball league at
Billiards.
Breaktime
759-9303
.THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
occur. Readers using
this information do
so at their own risk.
persons
Although
. and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.

PSYCHIC
READINGS

/3 Murray
IER 9
none, of #4
iie - IBA
3 Murray
- TBA
IER 11

Found

LOST at Chestnu
Park: ladies' white gold
nng. Great sentimental
value. $200 reward. No
questions asked. 502644-3836 to identify.
060
Help Wanted
A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
BEST Western is now
taking applications for
and
Housekeeping
part-time Front Desk.
Experience preferred.
Please apply in person. No phone calls
please.
COSMETOLOGIST
opening: MondayFnday. $10 hour, full
time with 401k, vacation & medical benefits. Fax resume to
270-444-0389
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you' Full time and
part time positions
available
API* at.
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

060
Kelp Wanted

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to rbnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

GREAT Opportunity!
Expanding! Full-time
experienced salesperson. Part-time warehouse. Submit resume
to Fleming Fumiture,
Hwy. 641N,
3060
Murray, KY 42071.
GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the folpositions:
lowing
RN/LPN 2P-10P full
time, SRNA 6A-2P fulltime. Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St.. Mayfield.
KY 42066

Iidtor
mice
ems inaerce

• 7515641

RIvor

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times,
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WAREHOUSE CLERK
POSITION AVAILABLE

•Monday-niday 9AM-4119M
•Saturday SAM-NOON
Now hiring local Murray positions
AM or PM Merchandising P4ssition

to work at the
Pepsi MidArnence is seeking local enthusiastic individuals
requires maintenance of
store level and help build customer relations. Job
require own transporta
in-store shelf space, inventory and displays Jobs
some week-ends and nights
lion and requires Ming of 20 lbs Must work
ry Sales RIPpreSentatIVOS
accepting applications from qualified candidates for
of Pepsi products with a
a full time position in the sales execution
Bachelors degree or 2 years of sales expenence
Pension Plan, Health
At Pepsi MidAmenca we offer 401k, Defined
advancement!
Insurance, Paid Vacation, and opportunity for
/Pop& Ilsokist
surf us Miry Oaf N esimeitsis, KV 42025
AK= illarMay lemeter
117001127-O088
bontopthrepopoirielkikismotrica_como
semal Osisoressles aisammer
~of arliodamerIew he

•14.4% is

Arbor Place of Clinton
HIRING! HIRING! HIRING!
LPN's/CNA's
"Together We Make a Difference"
*Sign-on bonus available for
LPN's $1500 • CNA's $1000
Contact: Trella Wilson, ADM
Or Shannon Lacewell RN, DON for details

Arbor Place of Clinton
106 Padgett Drive, Clinton, KY 42031

270-653-5558
www niurraytedgror coat verer.",1-Sm

,
.r7 JO

Lock in price; single pay
payment plan

4.11.1.1'

:17:0_7,3__
'411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

Phone (270)759-1565

tern, IsaucsIKairii Isaacs, Ozone,

Cell (270)210-2533
Commercial Wast

Or

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

Call Ron Sankt (Agent)

irlp001
'
sjilli F°sherSai Iril
'
Igitch.
?Aticlbefi

11 AI Types of Refuse Service
4

!Illmmf.....7... —

'

1-80048540
TRAVIS ASPHALT

ONtklIAG

Appliance

& Electrical Repair
- Hazel, KY 42049
im 1

226-9398
492-8191

Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

TN Uc 058393• KY LtrAGE60221 ME9837
Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years i

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!
060

150

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a
week.
$9hr after paid training
+ Benefits
1-888-974-JOBS
T079100207
MALE Dancers wanted
review.
male
for
Second Friday of every
7PM-9PM.
month from
Must be 18 and over
Have fun and make
money. Call for details
(270)873-9109

WANTED: Part time
Clinic Director Angels
Community Clinic is in
need of an ARNP/RN
as the Clinic Director.
This position is part
time Monday.
Wednesday and
Thursday about 25
hours a week. Anyone
interested may mail a
resume to Angels
Community Clinic.
1005 Poplar St.,
Murray, KY 42071 or
you may bring your
resume by the clinic
office Monday.
Thursday 8:30-4:00
STEVEN G Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
Accountant
Staff
Benefits include 4-day
Email
week
work
to
resume
sieve0sacora com

•.••.*•I Cr.rt.e1.0PalP.rlhallr

ra P.

Arkin
For Sale

& Childcare

MO Wanted

Energetic, hard-working individual with
multi-tasking abilities needed for front office
duties in busy medical practice. Must interact well with people, and be cheerful, respectful, and outgoing. Absolutely no phone calls
will be accepted concerning this position.

eq..7
.
0.0.4/PerleoPs.ret

Avoid inflationary cost

money.

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

r•

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

'No risk to principal because it is guaranteed
'The rate is subject to change so call now
(270)210-2533
If you have, 401-K, 403-B, Stocks. Mutual
Funds, CD's or other retirement investments.

Duties include picking and processing
orders, receiving and unloading, inventory
maintenance. Requirements for the position
are forklift experience, valid driver's license,
light to moderate lifting, computer skills.
Must be self motivated and energetic.
Competitive wages & benefits!
Send Resume to: P.O. Box 123, Almo, KY 42020

• 1'

- PREPLANNING -

Savings"
guaranteed on first year
Of

NATIONAL CALL
CENTER EXPANDING
30 new positions avilable. Earn $7-$16 per
selling.
No
hour.
Training provided. If
you have a pleasant
voice, good communication skills, and are
dependable, call
759-4958

Please submit a typed resume, along with a
handwritten cover letter, to:
Dr. John Bright
Dermatology of Murray
300 S. 8th St., Ste. 281-W
Murray, KY 42071

OPEN INTERVIEWS

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR KY CLIENTS

"How To Protect A Lifetime

EOE

based on education and sales experience.

PEPS/ MID A IVIERICA

Pepsi MidArTience is

Email: I IfoIey(f_b murra yhospital.org
web: www.murrayhospital.org

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Representative.
Sales
Advertising
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be

Territo

Man

r •

_

ADVERTISING SALES

DISCLAIMER

You are reaponsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A; $111 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

Disposal

Murray Calloway County Hospital
Human Resources Department
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

Date of Service:

JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD.
Most formats supported. Great gift idea.
for
now
Plan
Chnstmas!
270-328-8719

...

To apply, send resume to:

Branch of Service:

270-767-0508

NFERENCE.
MEN7
OCR 6
I martin -

MCCH offers a comprehensive
compensation and benefits package.

Name of Veteran:

Advice, help on all
problems of life.
Mrs. Ann

aid. "Now
i prepare),
ament.-

continue to expand into a regional hospital
adding over 170,000 square feet of new
space to our existing campus.

In Honor or In Memory (circle one)

Your Name:
r
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i row-3674757

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.
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Deadline: Mday, November 2nd at 5:00 p.m.
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$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553

Calloway County
Pictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

PERSONAL aide- personal care, pill planners filled, run
errands, sitting, etc
References available
Call DeeDee Cohoon
759-9778

STRAW for sale. $2.50
bale. 227-7352.
753-4582

Computers

Diaper
LIL' Angel
Cakes for baby shower
& center pieces. Can
be disassembled and
used later. Will customize to any theme.
270-489-2360,
270-489-2940

MOM COMPUTERS
Se-rvice/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

PLAYSTATION 1 &
No,
GAMES
sold/traded at Woo
Electronics on tt
Court Square. Hui;
Gre
Selection,
Prices! 753-0530

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls j

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

Bargap AS

BUYING old U.S. coin
and pocket knife collections. 293-6999

subscribe to the ...

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

alloors

$52.50 3 mo.
6 mo.
$99.00
1 yr.

6 mo.
1 1 yr.
1
1
Rest of KY/TN
I PUrVe&I &

Articles
For Sale
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
L.CDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901

.

Local Mail

Home Delivery
1

Itucharran

3 mo.—.--$70.5.0
1 6 mo.--$9000
1 yr..-4120.00
Cheek

$33.00
$60.00
$104.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo.
6 mo.
$145.00
I yr.

Money Order

Visa

NV('

Name
I St. Address
City._
Zip

1 State
I Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

1
1
I.

',PS.
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Short Drivs: west
of Mtn ris
KY
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Lynn Grove, KY Take Hwy. 893 South (Rayburn Rd.)
3 Miles To Sus Rd. Then West .3 Miles To Farm. Signs Posted!
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8jACREN

BUILDING SITES, MINI FARM
TRACTS, GREAT DEER,TURKEY
AND SMALL GAME HUNTING,
PRIME LEVEL CROP LAND,A
TREMENDOUS TRACT OF LAND
IN CALLOWAY CO.

ACREAQEt
t• 3.141, 2* 31.205, 3' 2.552,4'
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VOW Prot.—verorrod Auctioneers •

11825 St. Rt. 46 North • Mayfield, KY 42088
(270)24/ 32b3 • 800 380-4318
VIIIft Our INoissIte: wintonLharrlsalectkNISS.Com

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I SIPS Ihuguiti Dnve • Murray. KY 42071

„.
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270

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
829 99 per mo.$5 00
for local networks Can
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
759-0901 or toll free
877 455-0901

LARGE
SELECTION
USLO APPLIANCES
WARP ELKIN&

News For Sias
NEW 38R singlewide
on 1 -acre lot, movean
ready, no rentals
reduced price
(2701978-0921
NICE 3br, 2ba on 1.4
acre only $45.900 near
Lynn Grove Call Diana
at 270-703-2885 MTG
Real Estate

lama Ferns*

On the Squai.- Murray

(270) 753-1713

TFIACKHOE
1080
case. solid machine,
working daily
"Dozer
H011E
Amschamber. solid old
machine working daily
*JD 5425 81 -HP- 2007
CHA• LOADER. 300hrs. 4x4 all options.
hke new
12701345-2773 nights
traefeent
OSCAR'S Outdoors.
1539 West Broadway.
Mayfield KY Guns.
gun repair, Benellis.
scopes 270-247-6100
or 705-8838
Ranee

FIREWOOD

for sale
pick-up or delivery
Call for prices
2701293-1357 or
(2701559-1424

1998 Fleetwood 14,70
28R 1 58-A 489-2772
2002 Foiwilwooe 1640
38-R /BA Northern
insulated. extra nice
270-489-2525
2006 1648 Nontem
bull Fleetwood rnanu.
factured home Shingle
vinyl wan 101/ front
porch and bock None
skirting 28-R
IBA
$29.900 or finance for
$1 500 down payment,
$308 monthly 1-800455-3001
213R. lanced-in
sae tot. $10.900
7534012
92 Clayton MIR 29A
16X80 Move dish.
weehe refrigerator
must be moved
$11 000 293-2158
438-8109 nigle

753..3853

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices
Security Gate

14%60 2BR 28-A $400.
703-4768
3BR 28-A on 1/2 acre
lot New carpet very
clean Yard mowing
included
No pets
$350 a month plus
deposit
References
required Call 270-6236314 or 270-978-6492

1 & 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a mes
sage 270-753-1970
1 OR ?Dr apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/m0
753-4109.
1BR. venous locations.
5200-5300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
2 or 3BR duplex.
CAVA 1 or 2BR apt
753-1252 day. 753060e not 761 -3694
duplex
28-R
IBA
Appliances, Peggy Ann
Or 270-753-0259
2BR Apt $275
28-R house $375
753-3415
28-R apt No pets
Lease & deposa Rent
$500.
Security
Deposit 5500 1604
Miller Ave
270-519.2699
2EitActUplex nice.
Cal,A appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9696
26R. tied hookup, no
pets. $355 monthly
Call 293-6070
413R 2BA, all appliances central HiA
Coleman RE 753-9898
DUPLE X-- apartment
Like new located in
Northwood
Carport.
28-R all appliances
with gas heat and central air
$575 per
month Phone
753-3018

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at
Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
VERY -nice 38R 2 58-A
near university
All
appliances furnished
$750
month
plus
deposit. 752-0313
VERY nicet 2 bedroom
I
bath
washer /dryer
Spacious smoke & pet
tree residence $500
month 226-8006

2 3 8, 48R houses
Lease
deposit
8
required 753-4109
28-R 1 bath $395/mo•
deposit 978-0742

NEWER. large IBA
IBA min all appliances
inciuding ven Close to
university. Low utilise
$325 plus deposit

(270)556-4021
NICE 28-R duplex
Carport No pets
227-3054 or 753-7457

753-2905 • 270-293-8595

38-R 1 58A. immaculate condition extended lease required. no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Farriane Dr $750 per
month 270-293-4602
38-R IBA w' appliances No pets Lease
& deposit required
Rent $500. Security
Deposit $500 1310
Sycamore St
270-519-2699
38-R 28-A. 1450
month No pets
701 Broad St
270-293-4602
38-R, IBA. &lc*. 306
S 15th No pets
$475/mo 759-4826

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
FOR Rent
Boat & RV storage
12,36 units
11,12 garage doors
Monthly/yearry rates
(270)978-0559
MURRAY Store and
Lock presentfy has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

r

elessFertsh

Webs
7 mo. Pug. ACA
Registered. Paid $300,
will take $250. Needs
to find good home
ASAP 270-350-3966
DOG Obedience
436-2868
3
Limed & Supplies
1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trailer New Wes.
great condition Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
HORSE
Boarding
Available 12 miles
east
of or Murray
$125/mo stall or pasture. 270-759-4994 or
270-293-7315

FOR Rent
Boat & RV storage
12,36 units
11,12 garage doors
Monthly/yearly rates
(2701978-0559
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(2701 753-6266
Cell (2701 293-4183
9 a.m • 4 m "4-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now reeling
Located Jr '20 S 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
--PREMIER
MINISTORADE
•Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
"Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

BENEFIT
YARD SALE
Stokes St.,
Puryear
Oct. 29 & 30
9AM-5PM

114

Lots of this & that
Old & new, good
clean clothes for
the entire family
Check this outl

1 WEEK
INSIDE
YARD SALE
Sprint Store back
foofll
500-9 S. 12th St.,
next to
Family Dollar
10/29-11/2
9A6-5Pil each day
lots of stuff, too
much to mention
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M
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forbid dr* reninetelc
r.31.- rent31 of ad,tirimang
.t real rstare bawd ,on Ictie,in
in I., rh.r.. gee.,led
under h‘letal lee
We .t11 knownels ctrfe am
adverfcerl tof
mrale ,hih
i nor in
the tan All
poilSol, err hcruln 3nlicrec,1
tfuli all ,Nrihoo,d,w-ro.vo JR'
Asada/A.. an ealuAi Troll°
noIN tra,
For furthrf
m 1th Few
114ecane Adsertmang myna.
erre, tooted
tenctl
Kerr shliail7031644.1011
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3 Bedroom brick 80
acres, will divide, at rt
464Burne
rd
(270)345-2773
313R 1.58-A brick home
Immaculate move-in
condition. $114,900
1116 Fairtene.
270-293-4602

14 k% IS
.‘til)111.‘1.I
II(5% fle
270-753-2279

FLORIST/GIFT Shop
ke We Call
270-293-2375
Polle,Fe Noll
2 000 square lee
office
space
and
actiorning 2.000 square
feet living space down
town 978-0698
MURRAY
Courtsquare Prime
retail location for rent
or lease Over 1800 SCI
tt Avertable Nov 2007
(8651705-5812
OFFICE or retrial space
available Prime location 753-2905.
293-1480
VERY nails commercial
building for lease in
Murray area
Over
8,800 S F Great for
retail, offices, restaurant, or any kind of
business Has parking
Of, central ha and
Security
system
$1.800trno
270-293-9349

i2-1»"6 1-1 111 \1I
MUST Sell, Priced
under appraisal, 3
bdr/2 bath, 2.800.
sq.e., 3 stall garage
270-227-6850
NEW
construction
F SBO,
116
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates. 4BR
2 58-A. breakfast room,
family room. Floor:
hardwood, tile. carpet.
Nice, priced to sell.
753-3966, 293-9747,
752-0624.
[
areresdis & ATVa
2006 Harley Davidson
Dyne Wide Glide 1
owner, 3,000 miles,
perfect
condition,
many extras. $13.900
4354707, 293-1722.
4130
&Mho%

USED TIRES
10. 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
*NON
2004 Pontiac Grand
Prix
Absolutely
loaded. Black with tan
leather interior Heads
up display 67.000
miles
owner.
1
513,995.
270-293-4602
1977 Rolls Royce
Silver Wraith II Good
condition
Will take
best offer within next 2
weeks 731-247-5643

1984 Toyota truck long
cab 4,4 Call after 5:00
436-2754

1.99 ACRE WATERFRONT wan dock
Nate KY Lake
569.900 Only one'
Cali owner 615-5155550
PRIME lalmtront, lake
view and access
acreages at bargain
prices
kylakuale corn or
call 800-704-3154

1.5n acres well. Sep
tic, 94 East. left on 464
2 mites on right Justin
Tripp 293-9569

LAKE Illargelni 1.
acre lake access with
free boat saps
$29900 Great terms
CM 800-704-3154

R

an Twins

47 5 acres. 35 acres
prime row crop lane.
Located 94E Cal 270753-1323,4 120

5 to 295 acres. West
Calloway
Posse*
owner financing. 4892116. nave message

Commercial/ Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
530
Mewl
DM HANDYMAN
We do MI the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438

FREE

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Minii eying,
land,‘aping &
teal Vatuumeng
Salislacbon gum anleed
7S3-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 19116

24 meistoma
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs- big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
tunk & tree work
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156

530
Senna Morn

•NEW HELP?
Handyman Services.
All nemodehns,
No lob-too small.
Free estiassian
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511_

Fl

Quicker. Better.
Cheaper.

BACKHOC
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng,
Painting, Cleaning.
270- 227-6606 731498-8904
NADEAU'S
Construction
'Flooring 'Decks
'Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensedansured
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences.
etc.(270)527-7176
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

293436813
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839.

• weekly & special pic
•locally owned/opetaled

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS

753-4344 • 227-5644

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
occur
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities.

help
Promoting your
Business?
Need

NEED A

METAL ROOF?
CALL
(270)752-0414
Ask forDarren
NIgblengale
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Horoscope
big picture this year that takes
many aback. You can also
debate the pros and cons. What
might be equally important is
working out a way that others
can conceptualize and understand. Togetherness and teamwork easily become an unbeatable force if you allow them -to
develop in your life. If you are
single, you will make a lot of
progress as you vault to a new
level of understanding. If you
are attached, your relationship
will blossom with travel and
more mutual acceptance. You
might enter a very dreamy year.
CANCER understands you better than you think, and perhaps
more than you would like.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive, 3-Average. 2-So-'an:
I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-AprI1 19)
*** You might be surpnsed
how pulling yourself out of the
equation can help other issues
fall into place. Perhaps you were
pushing a tad too much (after all,
you are an Anes). Remember,
you don't always need to carry
the banner. Others would like to
do so sometimes. Come on,
share, Tonight Happiest at
home
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Others welcome your
opinion and imagination. With
teamwork, a project anWor solution becomes a distinct possibility You might be amazed by how
easily what seemed Impossible
several days ago becomes a
reality Tonight Swap news with
fnends. Return calls.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Much might be gang on
that you would prefer not to
share Inveshgate and get to the
bottom of a money issue
Others' opinions are particularly
significant nght now. Think positively and welcome differences
of opinion Tonight Pay bills first

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Step nght through the
door knowing that a risk will work
out -- though perhaps not in the
manner you think. Be willing to
adapt to circumstances Others
seem to naturally support your
chosen path. Tonight Make sure
to get physical and let off steam
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You want others to believe
that you absolutely know what
you are doing There might be a
low-level inkling behind the
scenes that you aren't as directed as you would like to be
Listen to associates who have
different strengths and knowl-

Ken
2007,

Kentu
comm
McCon

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger
& Times
270-753-1916

MI Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Tuesday, Oct. 30, 2007:
You have a way of taking in the

ii
Uid Truda

Sunda
2 Basset Hounds, tricolor, gorgeous. $215
270-875-2035

1\1\111)1 \ 11
DI Ill HI 1 If '

-

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

General Contracting

759-11501
;

FOR Sale/Lease. 38F1
28-A lakefront property
vr/ dock, 2-1/2 car
garage Wi apt.
270-759-9046,
270-978-3953

is is O. Iii'.1i
ti
\
\ t• I• t 11111

AAA HANDYMAN
Al types of carpentry,
add/Mona, decks
Hauling, dean up look
Garage. yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
36 Yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

1'0'1111 1
111.“...
lilt
1..1%111;1

EXECUTIVE home in
Murray. unique delitign
with all amenrties. 1
acre wooded lot,
replacement cost
$500.000 .. sale price
$316,000 by owner
(270)753-9686

Srt Chevy 1500. 350
V13, 200.000 miles
761-4846

28R
IBA.
newly
remodeled, no pets
415 S 10th S425
month 270-293-4502

DUPLEX. 2-BR. 1112
boatel appasnces
$5258no 4365695
DUPL
-a
1300A
Valleywood
'Dr
$400(rno 759-9920 or
293-1446

bath C A on
lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very nice.

corner

roc

•All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

)fficr Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m..6
I p.m. to 4 p.m.
in!

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.

3 bedroom 2 1 2

44,
-.3/

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

el10.11 lIcsi and Au
‘
,,,14,11g APP11,(111"11`

Articlas
For Salo

FTI

rt. oesaoi

270-753-8556
TOD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
.to, Anil I,Ao liedtoom Aparinanr.

150

Calhoon Construction, LLC
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pup. delivery. 436-2867

10:00 AM

Rd., Rayburn Rd.& Mayberry Ln., Lynn Grove,

KY - From

9
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LOCatioll: Suggs

ewe

edge. Your temper might be a
touch high. Tonight Where you
want to be.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You often are a lot
stronger than others realize. You
could push way too hard to get
certain reactions. If you do,
expect a backfire of sorts. Let
your imagination focus on possibilities rather than push in
impossible directions. Tonight:
As you like.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You might need to
establish your prominence within
a situation. Not everyone understands where you are coming
from. You don't need to explain
what you are thinking. Tonight:
Spontaneity plays a role.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You have the ability to
read between the lines, especially with a key associate.
These skills tighten up your projects as well as your relationships. The unexpected, as
always, spices up your life.
Tonight: Fun and games.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Let a partner dominate, and you'll get the results
you've dreamt of. You might be
surprised at his or her fiery
response to your thoughts and
ideas. Together, great ideas will
be accomplished. Be as direct
as possible. Tonight. Opt for the
togetherness theme.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Others are sure they
have better ideas than you. Who
are you to disprove their theenes? Everyone needs his or her
turn in the limelight. Be careful
with someone who is argumentative. He is bound and determined to win. Tonight: Do your
thing.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You'll bnng forth many
possibilities if you are willing to
relax and let go. How you handle
someone might be very different
from what you originally thought
"Easy" turns out to be the right
recipe. Many people are assuming a lot of responsibility.
Tonight: Easy does it
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Give your best and let
your creativity dominate. You
might be delighted by what
emerges while lust hanging in
the same space for a while. You
might feel compelled to take a
nsk. Do just that if you want.
Tonight. Lighten up even more
BORN TODAY
Football coach Dick Vermeil
(1936). singer Grace Slick
(1939). actor Henry Winkler
(1945)

***
Jacqueline BIgar Is on the
Internet at http:/Nrww.jacqueIlnebOger.com.
(C) 2007 by King Features
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